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NOMENCLATURE
a

Width of rectangular domain, m

b

Height of rectangular domain, m

ao, am, bm

Constants in evaluating Fourier series function for θ i(t)

Bi

Biot number

c

Length of each subsection, m

cb

Hertzian contact width, m

cp

Specific heat, J/kg. K

C

Radial clearance, m

d

Contact width, m

Dmk

Constant

E

Young’s modulus, N/m2

f

Friction co-efficient

fd

Frequency of oscillation or rotation, Hz

gIII

Heat generation factor

gi(x)

Heat flux function for fundamental solution, W/m2

h, hi

Convective Co-efficient, W/m2.K

j

Number of time steps in one oscillation

k, ki

Thermal conductivity, W/m .K

k

Non dimensional thermal conductivity

L

Length of the Bearing, m

n

Number of subsections

N

Speed, rpm

v

P

Load acting on the shaft, N

Pe

Peclet number

q

Heat flux, W/m2

Q

Heat generated at the interface, W

QA

Heat entering body A, W

QB

Heat entering body B, W

r

Non dimensional radius

R

Effective radius, m

Rs

Radius of the shaft, m

Rbi

Inner radius of the bearing, m

Rbo

Outer radius of the bearing, m

t

Time, s

t

Non dimensional time

T

Rise in temperature, C

T

Non dimensional Temperature rise

Uf

Linear velocity, m/s

Ui

Fundamental solution for temperature rise, C

Vi

Steady state part of the fundamental solution, C

Wi

Transient part of the fundamental solution, C

α

Thermal Diffusivity, m2/s

βp, µm, νk1

Eigen values

∆t

Time interval, s

δ

Oscillation angle, degrees

vi

δ1i

Delta function

φo

Combined bite angle and total oscillation angle

φi(t)

Transient heat flux, W/m2

Φ

Fundamental solution

λ

Heat partition factor

ν

Poisson’s ratio

θb

Bite angle, degrees

θ i(t)

Square wave function

ρ

Density of the material, Kg/m3

τ

Variable parameter

τr

Time for one revolution or oscillation, s

ω

Angular Velocity, rad/s

SUBSCRIPTS
A

Body A

B

Body B

i, p, m ,k

Integer

s

Shaft

b

Bushing

vii

ABSTRACT
This thesis deals with a systematic development of a method for predicting the
temperature field in various domains subjected to oscillating heat sources on its
boundaries using the Duhamel’s method.
First a method is devised for single domain problems in both Cartesian and
cylindrical coordinates for oscillating heat sources and also for unidirectional rotation of
shafts in cylindrical coordinates. The analytically computed results for the problems in
Cartesian coordinates compared favorably with the results from Finite Element Method,
attesting to the validity of this novel approach.
Later, the method is extended to predict the maximum temperature in oscillating
Pin-Bushing mechanism, which is a multi domain problem in cylindrical coordinates.
Finally, a parametric study on the Pin-Bushing mechanism is performed to derive
a general non-dimensional equation for the steady state temperature rise in the system
and the time it takes to attain steady state, involving various geometrical and operational
parameters. This temperature model can be used to predict the onset of thermal galling in
oscillating Pin-Bushing mechanism, temperatures in fretting contact and various other
physical processes in which oscillation is involved.

viii

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Relative sliding motion between two bodies in contact gives rise to heat
generation at the interface due to friction. Depending on the thermomechanical
properties, a portion of the interfacial heat transfers to the sliding body and the rest goes
into the stationary body. For an observer attached to the sliding body, the interfacial
boundary is subjected to a constant heat source, provided that the material properties
remain invariant with temperature. On the other hand, for the same observer, the
boundary of the stationary body is subjected to a moving or oscillating heat source. The
severity of the temperature depends on the width of the contact, coefficient of friction and
the relative speed between two bodies. The transient thermo mechanical behavior at the
contact often determines the health of the machinery since scuffing failure is likely to
occur if the temperature exceeds a certain limit. As described by Ayala et al [1], one of
the surfaces in a sliding or an oscillating contact is susceptible to thermoelastic instability
due to the fact that the surface is subjected to intermittent process of heating and cooling.
To study these effects, there is a need to determine the temperature distribution in the
contacting bodies.
There is a rich volume of published work involving moving contact heat transfer.
Rosenthal [2] obtained solutions of the temperature field of a moving point heat source
traveling in an infinite body. Blok [3], Jaeger [4] and Archard [5] developed predictive
equations for the temperatures in moving contact heat transfer problems. Gecim & Winer
[6] developed an analytical method for predicting the surface temperature distribution of
a shaft rotating at high speeds in one-dimensional cylindrical co-ordinates neglecting the
conduction in circumferential direction. Tian & Kennedy [7] performed an extensive
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analytical study to determine the maximum and average flash temperatures in sliding
contacts for various forms of heat sources and for entire range of peclet number. Sheng &
Chen [8] developed two and three-dimensional analytical solutions for the temperature
due to a unidirectional moving heat source.
Greenwood and Greiner [9] developed a surface temperature model in a fretting
contact ignoring the varying position of the slider and considering the motion only as a
source of variable heat input, which holds good only for small amplitudes.
A review of the published literature reveals that the focus of most papers has been
on problems involving unidirectional heat source moving at a constant rate. These
problems are often treated by transforming the coordinate system to form a quasi-steady
problem. This method applies to heat source moving unidirectional at a constant speed,
but does not readily lend itself to problems involving oscillatory heat source. However, as
mentioned by Berthier and Play [10], oscillating contacts reciprocating seals, fretting
contacts, oscillating bearings, in which the wear behavior is found to be different from
that in unidirectional sliding as mentioned. In the present work, a method is devised to
determine the temperature distribution in contacting bodies using the Duhamel’s theorem.
The method is applicable to both unidirectional and oscillatory problems.
The solution of a heat conduction problem with time dependent boundary
conditions can be related to the solution of the same problem with time independent
boundary conditions, forming the basis of the so-called fundamental solution in
Duhamel’s theorem. The present paper describes a methodology for transforming a
moving or oscillating boundary condition into stationary time dependent boundary
condition, which is then solved easily by application of the Duhamel’s theorem.
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In the first part of the work, the Duhamel’s theorem is applied to determine the
maximum temperature rise at the contact surface in multi-domain problems without
thermal interaction with the sliding body. The fundamental solution for the Duhamel’s
theorem is obtained by the Finite Element Method, as it is not possible to derive
analytical solution for such problems. In the later stages, the Duhamel’s method is
applied to oscillating pin-bushing mechanism to determine the maximum temperature rise
on the contact surface. Since it is a multi-domain problem where shaft is one domain and
the bearing is another domain, there is a thermal interaction at the contact as the bushing
oscillates. This interaction is time dependent, for which the fundamental solution is
obtained by Finite element method. Another feature of present work is that the heatpartitioning factor is embedded in the Finite element formulation, which depends on the
thermal conductivity of the sliding bodies, thermal mass and the contact areas. A general
equation for the steady state temperature and time taken to attain steady state are derived.
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CHAPTER 2. DUHAMEL’S THEOREM AND PRINCIPLE OF
SUPERPOSITION
The solution to heat conduction problem with time dependent boundary
conditions and /or time dependent heat generation can be related to the solution of the
same problem with time independent boundary conditions and/or heat generation by
means of Duhamel’s theorem. In this chapter, we present the statement of Duhamel’s
theorem. If a conduction problem has more than one non-homogeneous boundary
condition, then such problems can be solved by the superposition principle.
2.1 The Statement of Duhamel’s Theorem[11]
Consider a three-dimensional, non-homogeneous heat conduction problem in a
region R with time dependent boundary condition and heat generation given in the form
∇ 2 T (r , t ) +

ki

1
1 ∂T (r , t )
g ′′′(r , t ) =
in region R, t > 0
k
α ∂t

∂T
+ hi T = f i (r , t )
∂ni

T (r , t ) = F (r )

(2.1a)

on boundary Si, t > 0

(2.1b)

for t = 0, in region R

(2.1c)

where ∂ /∂ ni is the derivative along outward drawn normal to the boundary surface Si,
i = 1, 2, …,s and s being the number of continuous boundary surfaces of the region R.
Here ki and hi are coefficients assumed to be constant. By setting ki = 0 we obtain
boundary condition of first kind, and by setting hi = 0 we obtain boundary condition of
the second kind.
The problem defined by equations (2.1) cannot be solved by conventional
methods because the non-homogeneous terms g ′′′(r , t ) and fi(r,t) depend on time.
Therefore, instead of solving the problem directly, the solution is expressed in terms of
the solution of the simpler auxiliary problem called fundamental solution. Let Φ(r,t,τ) be
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the solution of problem (2.1) on the assumption that the non-homogeneous terms
g ′′′(r ,τ ) and fi(r,τ) do not depend on time, where τ is merely a dummy parameter. Then

Φ(r,t,τ) is the fundamental solution of the auxiliary problem defined below
1
1 ∂Φ (r , t ,τ )
g ′′′(r ,τ ) =
in region R, t > 0
k
α
∂t

(2.2a)

∂Φ (r , t ,τ )
+ hi Φ (r , t ,τ ) = f i (r ,τ ) on boundary Si, t > 0
∂ni

(2.2b)

∇ 2 Φ ( r , t ,τ ) +

ki

Φ ( r , t ,τ ) = F ( r )

for t = 0, in region R

(2.2c)

where ∂ /∂ ni and Si are as defined previously, and function Φ(r,t,τ) depends on τ because
g ′′′(r ,τ ) and fi(r,τ) depend on τ.
The problem (2.2) can be solved by conventional methods like separation of
variables or any other techniques to get the fundamental solution Φ(r t,τ). Then, the
Duhamel’s theorem relates the solution T(r,t) of the problem (2.1) to the fundamental
solution Φ(r,t,τ) of the problem (2.2) by the following integral expression
T (r , t ) = F (r ) +

t

∫ Φ ( r , t − τ , τ ) dτ

(2.3)

τ =0

2.2 Application of Duhamel’s Theorem to Problems with Zero Initial Temperature
and One Non-homogeneity [11]
The Duhamel’s theorem can be applied to a variety of problems involving either
nonhomogeneous governing equation or transient boundary conditions. For example, it
can be applied if a solid is initially at zero temperature and the problem involves only one
non-homogeneous term i.e., there is a heat generation within the body but all the
boundary conditions are homogeneous or if there is no heat generation in the medium but
one of the boundary conditions is non-homogeneous. Consider, for instance, a problem
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with no internal heat generation, but one of the boundary conditions at the boundary
surface S1 is non-homogeneous. The governing equation and the related boundary
conditions are:
∇ 2 T (r , t ) =
ki

1 ∂T (r , t )
α ∂t

in region R, t > 0

∂T
+ hi T = δ 1i f i (t )
∂ni

T (r , t ) = 0

(2.4a)

on boundary Si, t > 0

(2.4b)

for t = 0, in region R

(2.4c)

where i = 1, 2, …,s and δ1i is the kronecker delta defined as
0 i ≠ 1
δ 1i = 
1 i = 1
The corresponding auxiliary problem is
∇ 2 Φ (r , t ,τ ) =
ki

1 ∂Φ (r , t , τ )
α
∂t

∂Φ(r , t ,τ )
+ hi Φ(r , t ,τ ) = δ 1i
∂ni

Φ(r , t ,τ ) = 0

in region R, t > 0

(2.5a)

on boundary Si, t > 0

(2.5b)

for t = 0, in region R

(2.5c)

The solution given by Duhamel’s theorem in equation (2.3) when the initial
temperature is zero, reduces to
T (r , t ) =

t

∂
Φ ( r , t − τ , τ ) dτ
∂
t
τ =0

∫

(2.6)

since Φ(r,t,τ) is the solution of the problem (2.5) for the boundary condition δ1i fi(τ),
hence Φ(r,t,τ) is related to Φ(r,t) by

Φ(r,t,τ) = fi(τ)Φ(r,t)

(2.7)

substituting (2.7) in (2.6)
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T (r , t ) =

t

∫

τ =0

f (τ )

∂
Φ ( r , t − τ ) dτ
∂t

(2.8)

The above equation (2.8) is the solution for the problem (2.4) by application of
Duhamel’s theorem.
2.3 Principle of Superposition for Non-homogeneous Boundary Conditions [12]
In the above section we have seen that the method of solving conduction
problems with one time-dependent non-homogeneous boundary condition. In reality most
of the problems have more than one non-homogeneous boundary condition. In such
cases, the problem is divided into a number of simple problems such that each problem
will have one non-homogeneous boundary condition. Then the solution to the original
problem is obtained by superimposing the solutions of the simpler problems. There is a
restriction for applying this method, i.e., superposition principle can be applied only to
problems that are linear, such as conduction problems with constant properties.
To illustrate the principle, consider a two-dimensional conduction problem as
∂ 2T
∂x 2

+

∂ 2T
∂y 2

=0

(2.9)

with the following boundary conditions
T ( x,0) = f 3 ( x)

0<x<a

(2.10a)

T ( x , b ) = f1 ( x )

0<x<a

(2.10b)

T (0, y ) = f 4 ( y )

0<y<b

(2.10c)

T ( a, y ) = f 2 ( y )

0<y<b

(2.10d)

Since the problem is a linear homogeneous differential equation and with four
non-homogeneous boundary conditions, the solution to the above problem is given by
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T(x,y) = T1(x,y) + T2(x,y) + T3(x,y) + T4(x,y)

(2.11)

this is the sum of four solutions to the problems with one non-homogeneous boundary
conditions as in Figure 2.1
T = f1 (x)

T=0

T=0

T = f1 (x)

T=0

b
T = f4 (y)

T(x,y) T = f2 (x) T = 0
=
T = f3 (x)

a

T1(x,y)

T=0 T=0

T2(x,y)

+
T =0

T = f2 (x)
y T=0

T3(x,y)

Figure 2.1 Principle of superposition
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T4(x,y)

+

+
T =0

T = 0 T = f4 (y)

T = f3(x)

T =0

T=0

CHAPTER 3. VALIDATION OF THE DUHAMEL’S THEOREM FOR
OSCILLATING PROBLEMS
3.1 Problem Formulation and Solution Methodology
Consider two bodies in contact as shown in Figure 3.1a. Body A oscillates over
the body B at a specified velocity of Uf and frequency fd. Let Q denote the total heat
generated at the interface, and then given a heat partition factor λ, the amount of heat
conducted into each body, QA and QB, can be determined. For illustration purpose,
without the lack of generality, we assume that the temperatures on the other three sides
are maintained at 0o C.
U m/s

U m/s
A

QB

A
Q

T =0

B

T =0

QA

=

+

T =0

B

T =0

T =0

T =0

Figure 3.1a Two bodies in contact,

Figure 3.1b Thermal load on the bodies

Body A oscillating over the body B
Figure 3.1 Thermal modeling of two bodies in oscillating contact
Assuming that the material properties remain uniform with space and time, the
problem can be split into two parts and the temperature distribution in each domain can
be determined separately. Referring to Figure 3.1b, the temperature distribution in body
A can be easily obtained by applying the general heat conduction with the specified
boundary conditions. The primary interest is to determine the temperature distribution in
stationary body B that is subjected to oscillating heat source QB.
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U m/s
QB

d

d

d
b

T =0

T =0

y
x

T =0

a
Figure 3.2 Description of body B with dimensions and heat width
To illustrate the method, several dimensions are assumed as shown in Figure 3.2.
The heat source of magnitude QB, is assumed to oscillate over a contact width d. Let a =
3d represent the width of the body. The contact width d is further divided into three subsegments of width c, i.e. c = d/3. Hence, the boundary of length a at y = b is divided into
nine segments. By superposition principle, the temperature distribution in the stationary
body is the sum of the temperature distribution of nine individual sub problems as shown
in Figure 3.3. In each sub problem, the function φi(t) represents a time dependent
disturbance at boundary i. That is, φi (t) is applied on boundary y = b from (i-1)× c to i×c
for i =1..n.

φ1(t)

φ2(t)

φ3(t)

c

c

c

T =0

y

T =0

x

b

T =0

T =0

T =0

T =0

T =0

T =0

T =0

a
Figure 3.3a

Figure 3.3b

Figure 3.3c

Figure 3.3 First three sub-problems representing oscillation
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According to the Duhamel’s theorem the temperature distribution in the stationary
body is given by the equation (3.1).
n

t

T ( x, y, t ) = ∑ ∫ φ i (τ )
i =1 0

∂[U i (x, y, t − τ )]
dτ
∂t

(3.1)

where

φi (t)

= Time dependent disturbance at boundary i.

n

= Number of independent disturbances.

Ui (x, y, t) = Temperature distribution due to a unit flux at the boundary i, the
fundamental solution.
The fundamental solution is the solution to the problem defined by the governing
equation given by equation (3.2).
∂ 2U i ∂ 2U i 1 ∂U i
+
=
α ∂t
∂x 2
∂y 2

(3.2)

subject to the following boundary conditions.
Ui (x, 0, t) = 0

(3.3a)

Ui (a, y, t) = 0

(3.3b)

Ui (0, y, t) = 0

(3.3c)

∂U i (x, b, t )
= g i (x )
∂y

(3.3d)

Ui (x, y, 0) = 0

(3.3e)

The function gi(x) is different for different sub-problems which is obtained by
replacing φi by q = gi(x) in Figure 3.3.
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1 0 < x < c
g1 (x ) = 
0 c < x < a

0

g i (x ) =  1
0


(i − 2)c < x < (i − 1)c
(i − 1)c < x < i c

for i = 2 ..(n-1)

ic < x < a

0 0 < x < (n − 1)c
g n (x ) = 
1 (n − 1)c < x < a

(3.4)

where n is the total number of subsections, i.e., n = 9.
The fundamental solution in equation 1 is composed of
U i ( x, y, t ) = Vi ( x, y ) + Wi ( x, y, t )

(3.5)

where Vi (x, y) is the steady state solution of the problem which satisfies
∂ 2Vi ∂ 2Vi
+
=0
∂x 2
∂y 2

(3.6a)

Vi (x, 0) = 0

(3.6b)

Vi (a, y) = 0

(3.6c)

Vi (0, y) = 0

(3.6d)

∂Vi (x, b )
= g i (x )
∂y

(3.6e)

The solution of the steady- state part (3.6) of the fundamental solution is:
Vi (x, y ) =

where β p =

2
a

∞

∑

n =1

pπ
a

sin (β p x ) sin (β p y )
cosh (β p b ) β p

a

∫ g i (x ′) sin (β p x′) dx′

(3.7a)

0

p = 1,2,3,…..∞

(3.7b)

Wi (x, y, t) is the transient solution, which satisfies the following governing equation
subject to the boundary and initial conditions listed below.
∂ 2Wi ∂ 2Wi 1 ∂Wi
+
=
α ∂t
∂x 2
∂y 2
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(3.8a)

Wi(x, 0, 0) = 0

(3.8b)

Wi(a, y, 0) = 0

(3.8c)

Wi(0, y, 0) = 0

(3.8d)

∂Wi (x, b )
=0
∂y

(3.8e)

Wi(x, y, 0) = -Vi (x, y).

(3.8f)

The solution of the transient part (3.8) of the fundamental solution is:
Wi (x, y, t ) =

Dmk1 =

4
ab

∞

∞

∑∑

m =1 k =1
b a

∫ ∫

Dmk e

(

−α µ m 2 + ν

2
k1

) t sin(µ x )sin (ν y )
n
k
1

− Vi (x ′, y ′) sin (µ m x ′) sin (ν k y ′) dx ′ dy ′

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

0 0

where µm and νk1 are the eigen values defined as

µm =

ν k1 =

mπ
a

(2k − 1)π
1

2b

m = 1,2,3,…..∞

k1 = 1,2,3,…..∞

(3.9c)

(3.9d)

According to the Duhamel’s theorem, the fundamental solution Ui should be
operated upon by the transient function φ i(t) in equation (3.1), viz.

φi(t) = (q/k) × θi(t)

(3.10)

q is the heat flux, k is the thermal conductivity and θ i(t) is represented by its fourier
series of a square wave of the form :
∞
mπ
mπ 

x + bm sin
x
θ i (t ) = a 0 + ∑  a m cos
L 
L
m =1 

(3.11)

The Fourier series expansion of θi(t) is evaluated individually for different subsections as
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shown in Figure 3.4, where the oscillatory nature of the heat flux at y = b is
demonstrated.
Table 3.1 gives the details of the various subsections subjected to heat flux for
one complete oscillation.
Table 3.1 Application of heat flux on different sub sections at different time intervals
Time interval, s

Application of heat
flux on subsection i.
1,2,3
2,3,4
3,4,5
4,5,6
5,6,7
6,7,8
7,8,9
6,7,8
5,6,7
4,5,6
3,4,5
2,3,4

0 to ∆t
∆t to 2∆t
2∆t to 3∆t
3∆t to 4∆t
4∆t to 5∆t
5∆t to 6∆t
6∆t to 7∆t
7∆t to 8∆t
8∆t to 9∆t
9∆t to 10∆t
10∆t to 11∆t
11∆t to 12∆t

In Figure 3.4, the frequency of oscillation, fd is 1/12∆t cycles per second and the
time period is 12∆t seconds. ∆t is the time for which the heat source is applied on any
segment of the boundary at y = b, which can be calculated by knowing the speed of
oscillation, Uf or frequency of oscillation, fd. For the above example in Figure 3.4, if
∆t =

velocity Uf is given, then ,

c
Uf

(3.12a)

On the other hand, if frequency of oscillation fd is given, then
∆t =

1
j fd

(3.12b)
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where j is the number of steps required for one complete oscillation. In the above
illustration j = 12.
First Oscillation

Second Oscillation

θ1(t) 1
0
θ2(t)
θ3(t)

1
0

θ4(t)
θ

θ5(t) 1
0
θ6(t)
1
θ7(t) 0

θ8(t)
θ9(t)

1
0
0

∆t

3 ∆t

5 ∆t

7 ∆t

9 ∆t

11∆t

13∆t

15∆t

17∆t

19∆t

21∆t

23∆t

25∆t

Time t, s
Figure 3.4 Time duration for which heat flux is applied on each segment
3.2 Assumptions Made in the Analysis
This work is based on the following simplifying assumptions.
1. The contact area is of rectangular type determined by the Hertzian contact theory.
2. The contact pressure and the contact area remain constant through out the oscillation.
In other words new areas of contacts are not formed or the existing area is not
changed due to deformation of any of the components.
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3. For small time intervals the velocity of oscillation is taken as constant for all values
of time, which makes the heat flux constant with respect to time.
4. At the interface, perfect contact occurs without any thermal losses.
5. Temperature is constant in ‘z’ direction
3.3 Application of the Method to Rectangular Domain with Oscillating Flux on its
Top Edge
Consider a rectangular domain of width a on which an oscillating heat flux of
magnitude q is acting over a contact width d. The oscillation velocity and frequency are
Uf and fd respectively. The schematic of the problem is shown in Figure 3.2 and the
geometric and material parameters are given in Table 3.2. In this problem we assume that
the contact width or the heat flux width is the same as the sub segment length, i.e. c = d =
a/3. In the problem formulation, it was shown that the contact width itself was split into
three sub sections making nine subsections, but in this problem, we illustrate the method
by using only three sub sections.
Table 3.2 Input data for simulations.
Width of the domain, a
Height of the domain, b
Contact width, d
Velocity of oscillation, Uf
Heat flux, q
Thermal conductivity, k
Thermal diffusivity, α

0.3 m
0.1 m
0.1 m
1.2 m/s
1000 w/m2
52 w/m K
1 × 10-5 m2/s

Since the boundary on which oscillating heat flux is applied is divided into three
sub- sections, the problem will have three fundamental solutions U1, U2 and U3,
corresponding to the application of a unit heat flux on each subsections. The fundamental
solutions are computed analytically using equation (3.5). The fundamental solutions U1,
U2 and U3, (rise in temperature) at various locations on the domain are plotted in Figure
16

3.5. The number of summation terms used to evaluate the steady state part of
fundamental solution is 50 and the transient part is 10.
0.05

(a/6, b)
0.04

U1 , C

0.03
o

0.02

(a/2, b)
(a/2, b/2)

0.01

(5a/6, b)
0.00

0

500

1000

1500

2000

Time, s

Figure 3.5a Fundamental solution U1 as a function of time
0.07
0.06

(a/2, b)

U2 , C

0.05

o

0.04
0.03

(a/2, b/2)

0.02
0.01
0.00

(a/6, b) (5a/6, b)
0

500

1000

1500

Time, s

Figure 3.5b Fundamental solution U2 as a function of time
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2000
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(5a/6, b)
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(a/2, b)
(a/2, b/2)

0.01

(a/6, b)
0.00

0

500

1000

1500

2000

Time, s

Figure 3.5c Fundamental solution U3 as a function of time
Figure 3.5 Fundamental solutions at various locations
To determine the actual temperature rise, the transient heat flux function φi(t) =
(q/λ) × θi(t) is required. To evaluate the function θi(t), it is necessary to determine the
time duration ∆t for which heat flux is applied on each sub segment. For this example, ∆t
= c/Uf = 1/12 s. The Fourier series representation of the time function θi is graphically
presented in Figure 3.6. Once the fundamental solutions Ui (x, y, t) and the transient flux
functions φi(t) are determined, the temperature rise in the domain at various locations are
computed using Equation (3.1).
Figure 3.7 shows the computed results for the temperature rise with 20 terms used in
evaluating the Fourier series. To verify the validity of the analytical results a Finite
Element program was used (Refer Appendix A for details). The temperature results
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obtained at locations (a/2,b/2), (a/2,b), (a/6,b) and (5a/6,b) are plotted along with
analytical results in Figure 3.7.
1st oscillation

2nd oscillation

3rd oscillation

1

θ1(t) 0

1

θ2(t) 0

1

θ3(t) 0
0

4 ∆t

2 ∆t

6 ∆t

8 ∆t

10∆t

12∆t

Time, s
Figure 3.6 Time duration for which heat flux is applied on each sub section
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Rise in temperature, C
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25.0
(a/6, b)
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(5a/6, b)

15.0
(a/2, b/2)
10.0

FEM
Analytical

5.0
0.0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

Time, s

Figure 3.7 Comparison of temperature rise obtained analytically and by Finite Element
Method at locations (a/2,b), (a/6,b), (5a/6,b) and (a/2,b)
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In the above Figure 3.7, the temperature rise at location (a/6,b) and (5a/6,b) are
identical because of the symmetry about the line x = a/2. The difference of the analytical
and the FEM results is due to the fact that number of terms (50 terms were used for the
steady state part and 10 terms for the transient part) used in the evaluation of the
summations in fundamental solution.
3.4 Application of the Method to Circular Domain (Shaft) with Unidirectional Heat
Source on its Surface
Consider a cylindrical shaft of radius Rs rubbing internally against a cylindrical
bearing of radius Rbi as shown in Figure 3.8. The main aim is to find the temperature
distribution in the shaft, which is subjected to unidirectional, moving heat flux. The
bushing on the other hand is subjected to a constant heat flux at the interface. In the
clearance space between the shaft and the bushing, convection cooling is applied. The
total breadth of contact, cb, can be evaluated from Hertzian elastic contact theory. Input
data used for analysis are summarized in Table 3.3

Rs

Rbi
h

cb

Figure 3.8 Finite journal bearing
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Table 3.3 Input data for analysis.
Radius of shaft, Rs
Inner radius of bushing, Rbi
Length of the bearing, L
Radial clearance, C
Thermal conductivity, k
Thermal diffusivity,α
Young’s Modulus of shaft, Es
Young’s Modulus of bushing, Eb
Poisson’s ratio of shaft and bushing, ν
Friction factor, f
Speed, N
Linear velocity, Uf
Load, P
Convective heat transfer co-efficient, h

0.0255 m
0.025525 m
0.051 m
2.5 ×10-5 m
52 W/m K
1 × 10-5 m2/s
207 Gpa
207 Gpa
0.3
0.15
250 rpm
667.588 × 10-3 m/s
4400 N
80 W/m2 K

Using the above data,
Total Hertzian contact breadth, cb = 2 ×1.598

where R =

PR
LE

(3.13)

2
2
Rs Rbi
1 1 1 −ν s
1 −ν b 
, is the effective radius and
= 
+
 , is the effective
C
E 2  Es
Eb 

Young’s modulus.
Circumferential length, a = 2πRs = 160.22 × 10-3 m.
Number of subsections, n = a/cb = 13.29 ≅ 13.
Corrected contact breadth or length of each sub section, c = a/n = 12.325 × 10-3 m
Bite angle, θb = 360o/ n = 27.69o.
Total heat flux at the interface, q = f Uf P =716.676 × 103 W/m2.
Heat partition factor, λ = 0.5 (assumed as thermal conductivities are same)
Heat loss to shaft, qs = q λ = 358.338 × 103 W/m2.
The time duration ∆t is calculated by modifying the equation 3.12a.
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∆t = 0.01846 s.
Time for one revolution,τr = n ∆t = 0.24 s.
As the shaft surface is divided into 13 subsections, 13 fundamental solutions
would have to be determined. The schematic of the shaft-bushing assembly with shaft
surface divided into subs sections is given in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 Schematic of rotating shaft with its surface divided into sub sections
The function θi for the evaluation of φi is given in the Figure 3.10. The number of
summation terms used to get the analytical Fourier expansion is 20.
Note that when analytical evaluation of the fundamental solution is not feasible,
one can use a numerical scheme to solve the fundamental solution, which can then be
curve fitted and used in Duhamel’s equation (3.1). This procedure was implemented here;
Figure 3.11 shows the computed results for the fundamental solution Ui at a point A
(0,Rs) due to unit flux on sub section i and simultaneously applied convection on
remaining segments. Along with the numerically obtained fundamental solution, curve
fitted solution is also plotted.
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Figure 3.10 Various transient functions θi used to model the one complete rotation of the
shaft
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Figure 3.11a Fundamental solutions U1 to U4 with curve fitted results
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Figure 3.11b Fundamental solutions U5 to U8 with curve fitted results
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Figure 3.11c Fundamental solutions U9 to U13 with curve fitted results
Using the Duhamel’s theorem on the fundamental solution and the transient flux

φi the temperature rise at the point A is determined analytically using equation (3.1) and
the results are compared with the Finite Element Method, which are plotted in Figure
3.12. In this section, different curve-fitting schemes were used for the fundamental
solution for the time range 0-10 and for the time interval 0-100.
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FEM Result at (0,R)
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Analytical Result at (0,R)
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Figure 3.12a Comparison of analytical and Finite Element results for time from 0 to 10s
In Figure, 3.12a the sharp peaks in the solution corresponds to the application of
heat flux at the point A, and the drop in the solution is due the convection at that point. In
reality, the shaft makes contact with the bushing during which heat flux is applied on the
shaft and as the shaft rotates, the region that was heated previously will be cooled due to
convection. As explained in this section, the total surface area of the shaft is divided into
number of subsections; each sub section will be subjected to an on-off kind of heat flux
and convection.
In Figure 3.12a, the analytical solution does not have the peaks as sharp as the
FEM results. It is due the fact that number of data points used to plot the graph is not
sufficient enough to capture the peak values. Moreover the exact square wave was used
in the FEM model and square wave approximation with the summation of 20 terms was
used in the analytical model.

25

Rise in temperature in C

150

100

Numerical at (0,R)
Analytical at (0,R)

50

0
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20

40

60
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Figure 3.12b Comparison of analytical and finite element results for time from 0 to 100s

3.5 Application of the Method to Circular Domain (Shaft) with Oscillating Heat
Source on its Surface
Consider an oscillating pin-bushing mechanism as shown in Figure 3.13. The
bushing oscillates around the stationary loaded pin. The surface of the pin at the interface
and near the interface will be subjected to oscillating heat flux and the interfacial surface
of the bushing is subjected to stationary heat flux. Using equation (3.1) the temperature
distribution in the pin at a chosen location (0, -Rs) is estimated. The material, geometric
and operating parameters are described as in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4 Input parameters for the simulation
Radius of shaft, Rs
Inner radius of bushing, Rbi
Outer radius of bushing, Rbo
Length of the bearing, L
Radial clearance, C
Thermal conductivity, λ
Thermal diffusivity,α
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0.05 m
0.05025 m
0.1 m
0.1 m
2.5 ×10-5 m
52 W/m K
1 × 10-5 m2/s

Young’s Modulus of shaft, Es
Young’s Modulus of bushing, Eb
Poisson’s ratio of shaft and bushing, γ
Friction factor, f
Linear velocity, Uf
Load, P
Convective heat transfer co-efficient, h
Oscillation angle, ϕ

200 Gpa
200 Gpa
0.3
0.1
0.08 m/s
111.2025 × 103 N
80 W/m2 K
±15o

Using the data in Table 3.4, the Hertzian contact breadth from equation (3.13) is: cb =
22.79 × 10-3 m.
Circumferential length, 2πRs = 314.16 × 10-3 m.
Bite angle, θb = 26.11o ≅ 25o
Total heat flux at the interface, q = 386.802 × 103 W/m2.
Heat partition factor, η = 0.5 (assumed as thermal conductivities are same)
Heat loss to shaft, qs = q η = 193.401 × 103 W/m2.

O
h1
Pin

δ
θb

A
C

B
D

q
Bushing

Figure 3.13a FEM mesh

Figure 3.13b Details of contact

Figure 3.13 Oscillating pin-Bush assembly with bite angle θb and total angle 2θ
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In the above Figure 3.13, the angle δ = θb + 2δ = 25 + 30 = 55o. The bite angle
sector CD is divided into 5 subsections and sectors AC and DB are divided into 3
subsections each, hence dividing the total sector AB into 11 sub regions as shown in
Figure 3.14. Hence n = 11. One can even use more number of sub sections, for example
by dividing CD into 10 divisions and AC and DB into 6 divisions respectively, which
will make the total number of subsections n = 22. By having more number of divisions,
the oscillation is modeled smoothly as explained in the illustration. Since there are 11
subsections, this problem will have eleven fundamental solutions. The total heated
section of the pin is sector AB that is of length, a = Rs δ, where δ is in radians. The length
of each sub section, c = a/n. Therefore from equation (3.12a), ∆t = 0.0545 s.

PIN
11
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

±15o

Figure 3.14 Division of total contact surface into sub sections
The fundamental solutions Ui at a point (0, -Rs) due to unit flux at subsection i
and simultaneously applied convection on rest of the sub sections as well as the
remaining surface of the pin are given in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15a Fundamental solutions U1 to U5 with curve fitted results
The function θi for the evaluation of φi is given as per the Figure 3.16. The
number of summation terms used to get the analytical Fourier expansion is 20. Time for
one oscillation, τr = 0.654 s. The highlighted section in the Figure 3.16 indicates that at
any instant of time, the heat flux is always applied on 5 sub sections, i.e., initial bite
angle.
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Figure 3.15b Fundamental solutions U6 to U11 with curve fitted results
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Figure3.16 Time duration for which heat flux is applied on each sub section
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Figure 3.17a Comparison of Analytical and Finite element results for time from 0 to 20s
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Figure 3.17b Comparison of Analytical and F.E.M results for time from 0 to 500s
The temperature rise at point (0,-Rs) calculated analytically by Duhamel’s method
and by finite element method is plotted in Figure 3.17.
In Figure 3.17b, the error in the analytical results is due the error in curve fitting
the fundamental solutions, the fundamental solutions were curve fitted using polynomial
functions rather than exponential functions. But for the time duration 0-20 s, as in Figure
3.17a, the error in curve fitting was very low and a good approximation was obtained
3.6 Application to Problems with Time Dependent Boundary Conditions
The method is verified using the analysis done by Glass & Ozisik [13], where a
semi-infinite region, with zero temperature as initial condition and for time t > 0 a
periodic on-off heat flux is applied at the surface x = 0, also the surface dissipates heat
due to radiation to an ambient at zero. To compare the results the problem is solved in
dimensionless form with same non-dimensional parameters used in that paper. The
governing equation and the boundary conditions in the notation of [13] are
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∂T (η , ξ ) 1 ∂ 2 T (η , ξ )
=
∂ξ
2 ∂η 2

0 < η < ∞, ξ > 0

(3.14a)

η=0

(3.14b)

T (η , ξ ) = 0

η→∞

(3.14c)

T (η ,0 ) = 0

ξ=0

(3.14d)

−

4
N ∂T (0, ξ )
= f (ξ ) − ε 0 T (0, ξ )
2
∂η

where
f(ξ) = dimensionless applied heat flux = q/fo
T

= dimensionless temperature = T/Tr

η = dimensionless distance = x/2L
ξ = dimensionless time = α t/2L2
Tr = reference temperature = (fo/σ)1/4
N = conduction to radiation parameter = KTr/L/σTr4
fo = reference heat flux
L = reference length
q = applied surface heat flux
The assumed applied periodic surface heat flux f(ξ) is defined as
1 / β
f (ζ ) = 
 0

( j − 1)Pt < ζ ≤ [( j − 1) + β ]Pt
[( j − 1) + β ]Pt < ζ ≤ jPt

(3.15)

With j representing the number of periods, Pt, and β the fraction of the period Pt for
which the non-zero heat flux is applied. Glass and Ozisik solved the problem for three
values of β (0.2, 0.5 and 1), with a constant time period of Pt = 0.1 and N = 1.
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To solve this problem by the Duhamel’s method, as described in equation (3.1),
the fundamental solution and the transient function φ(t) is required. The fundamental
solution for εo = 0 and εo = 1 is the solution when β = 1, i.e., the function f(ζ) = 1 for time
t >0 from equation (3.15) and substituted in equation (3.14b). The fundamental solution
is evaluated at the surface by Finite element method and the solution is curve fitted as
shown in Figure 3.18 for εo = 1.
The transient function φ(ξ) in equation (3.14b) is defined by equation (3.15), for
various values of β, the function is plotted as a square wave in Figure 3.19. Having the
fundamental solution and the transient function, the non-dimensional temperature at the
surface is obtained by equation (3.1) and is plotted in Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.18 Fundamental solution with curve fitted results for εo = 1
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Figure 3.19 Transient function for various values of β
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Figure 3.20a Surface temperature for applied transient heat flux for εo = 0
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In the Figure 3.20, the non-dimensional surface temperature for various values of

β for both values of εo is identical in trend and magnitude as those reported by Glass &
Ozisik [13]. The curve corresponding to β =1 is also the fundamental solution for this
non-dimensional problem.

Non-dimensional surface temperature.
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Figure 3.20b Surface temperature for applied transient heat flux for εo = 1
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CHAPTER 4. MULTIDOMAIN OSCILLATING PIN-BUSHING MECHANISM
In this chapter, the temperature in the oscillating pin- bushing mechanism is
analyzed. This mechanism is similar to oscillating bearings, which are intended to
support heavy loads as in the earth moving equipments. These bearings have a wide
range of oscillating angles depending on the application. These oscillating pairs can also
be found in the undercarriage mechanisms of track vehicles. An undercarriage system is
essentially a powerful propelling mechanism that enables heavy earthmoving machines to
travel over a rough terrain.
The motivation of this work comes from the fact that these oscillating pairs are
susceptible to a particular type of failure called galling. Galling or scuffing of machine
elements has been related to high interfacial temperatures. Galling occurs when the
temperature at the sliding interface reaches a critical value combined with high stresses,
leading to adhesive transfer of material. To analyze and predict the onset of galling, the
temperature interface has to be studied.
4.1 Non-dimensionalization of Transient Thermal Analysis of an Oscillating PinBushing Combination
The behavior of a physical system is governed by number of parameters. In a heat
conduction problem, the temperature of the system is governed by material properties,
dimensions, system configurations and operational parameters. These parameters are
dimensional in nature. If one has to solve this system analytically or numerically, the
solution obtained will be complex and time consuming. The dimensional solution may
not give an insight on how the variables are affecting the system. By nondimensionalizing the governing equations and the boundary conditions of the physical
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system, it is also possible to develop a generalized solution that can be applied over a
wide range of operating conditions.
The governing dimensional transient heat conduction equation in cylindrical coordinates
is:
1 ∂  ∂T  1 ∂  ∂T 
∂T
 k
 = ρ c p
k r
+ 2
∂r  r ∂φ  ∂φ 
r ∂r 
∂t

(4.1a)

The boundary conditions and the initial conditions for the above governing equation are
a) Outer surface of the shaft at r = Rs
ks

∂T
=q
∂r

ks

∂T
= − h1T
∂r

For 0 ≤ φ ≤ φ0
For φ0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π

(4.1b)

(4.1c)

b) Inner surface of the bushing at r = Rbi
kb

∂T
=q
∂r

For 0 ≤ φ ≤ φ0

(4.1d)

kb

∂T
= − h1T
∂r

For φ0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π

(4.1e)

For 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π

(4.1f)

c) Outer surface of the bush at r = Rbo
kb

∂T
= − h2T
∂r

d) Initial condition at t = 0, T = 0

(4.1g)

where
h1

= Convective heat transfer coefficient applied on outer surface of shaft and
inner surface of the bush, W/m2 K.

h2

= Convective heat coefficient applied on outer surface of the bush, W/m2 K.
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We shall make use of the following non-dimensional parameters for nondimensionalization:
T=

h1T
r
,r =
, φ = φ and t = ω t
Rs
q

(4.2)

By application of chain rule we have the following transformations:
∂T
q ∂T
=
∂r h1 Rs ∂ r

(4.3)

1 ∂  ∂T   q 1   1  ∂  ∂T 

k r
=
  k r
r ∂r 
∂r   h1 Rs 2   r  ∂ r 
∂ r 
∂T
∂φ

 q  ∂T
=  
 h1  ∂φ

(4.4)

(4.5)

1 ∂  ∂T   q 1   1  ∂  ∂T 
k

 k
 =
r 2 ∂φ  ∂φ   h1 Rs 2   r 2  ∂φ  ∂φ 

(4.6)

 q  ∂T
∂T
= ω  
∂t
 h1  ∂t

(4.7)

Substituting the above transformations in the governing equation (4.1a),
 q 1   1  ∂  ∂T   q 1   1  ∂  ∂T 
 q  ∂T

 
  k
 = ρ c pω  
k r
+
 h1 R 2   r  ∂ r  ∂ r   h1 R 2   2  ∂φ  ∂φ 
 h1  ∂t



 
s 
s  r 

Dividing throughout by

q
h1 Rs 2

(4.8)

1
k
, and
=k
ks
ks

2
 1  ∂  ∂T   1  ∂  ∂T  ρ c pω Rs ∂T
kr
+
k
=
 
ks
∂ r   r 2  ∂φ  ∂φ 
∂t
 r  ∂ r 
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(4.9)

In the equation (4.9) the term

Pe =

Peclet number:

ρ c pω R s 2
ks

is the non-dimensional parameter called the

ρ c pω Rs 2

(4.10)

ks

Hence the non-dimensional transient governing equation is
∂T
 1  ∂  ∂T   1  ∂  ∂T 
kr
k
= Pe
+ 2
 




∂ r   r  ∂φ  ∂φ 
∂t
 r  ∂r 

(4.11a)

Writing the boundary conditions and the initial conditions in the non-dimensional form,
we arrive at the following:
a) On outer surface of the shaft at r = Rs, r = 1 and k = 1
k

∂T h1 Rs
∂T
=
= Bi1
⇒ k
ks
∂r
∂r

For 0 ≤ φ ≤ φ0

(4.11b)

k

h R
∂T
= −  1 s
∂r
 ks

For φ0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π

(4.11c)


 T


⇒ k

∂T
= − Bi1 T
∂r

b) On inner surface of the bushing at r = Rbi, r =

Rbi
k
and k = b
Rs
ks

k

∂T h1 Rs
∂T
=
= Bi1
⇒ k
ks
∂r
∂r

For 0 ≤ φ ≤ φ0

(4.11e)

k

h R
∂T
= −  1 s
∂r
 ks

For φ0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π

(4.11f)


 T


⇒ k

∂T
= − Bi1 T
∂r

c) On outer surface of the bushing at r = Rbo, r =

k

h R
∂T
= −  2 s
∂r
 ks


 T


⇒ k

∂T
= − Bi2 T
∂r

Rbo
k
and k = b
Rs
ks

For 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π
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(4.11g)

d) Initial condition at t = 0, t = 0, T = 0

(4.11h)

In the above equation (4.11b- 4.11g), the term Bi is the non-dimensional
parameter called Biot number. This number plays a fundamental role in conduction
problems that involve surface convection effects. Similarly, Peclet number indicates the
effect of speed and thermal diffusivity on the temperature.
4.2 Modeling of Oscillating Pin-Bushing Mechanism
We shall restrict our analysis to 2-d, since the temperature along the axial
direction is assumed to be uniform.

Pin

δ θb δ
12

3 4 5
P
A B

6

Bushing

Figure 4.1 Schematic of oscillating pin-bushing combination
Using the Duhamel’s method, the temperature can be determined at a particular
point on the domain. The modeling is illustrated with reference to the Figure 4.1.
Referring to Figure 4.1, the contact angle θb is divided into 2 subsections and the
oscillation amplitude δ = θb is assumed for simplicity. As the pin and the bushing are in
contact, the same contact angle has to be prescribed on the bushing. As shown in Figure
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4.1, the total heated region including the bite angle and oscillation angle is divided into 6
subsections. They are numbered from 1 to 6 and the contact angle on the bushing is
labeled as ‘A’ and ‘B’. Note that, the clearance is shown in a magnified scale for clarity.
In reality two sub sections on the pin will always be in contact with sub sections A and B.
As the pin and the bushing are divided into 6 and 2 sub-sections respectively, it takes a
total of eight sub steps to complete one oscillation. If the period of oscillation is τ, then
time for each sub step is: ∆t = τ/8. The schematic in Figure 4.2 illustrates the position of
the oscillating contact width of the bushing represented by the sub sections A and B with
respect to the stationary pin at any particular instant of time.

Sub section
on pin
1
2
3
4
5
6

Position of the bite angle in the bushing with respect to pin

A
B

0

A
B

∆t

A
B
2∆t

3∆t

A
B

A
B

A
B
4∆t

A
B

5∆t

6∆t

A
B

7∆t

A
B

8∆t

τ, time period
Figure 4.2 Contact of bushing with pin at various time intervals for one oscillation
From the Figure 4.2, it is clear that,
From time 0 to ∆t, Sub section A is in contact with 3 and B is in contact with 4.
From ∆t to 2∆t, A is in contact with 4 and B is in contact with 5.
From 2∆t to 3∆t, A is in contact with 5 and B is in contact with 6.
From 3∆t to 4∆t, A is in contact with 4 and B is in contact with 5.
From 4∆t to 5∆t, A is in contact with 3 and B is in contact with 4.
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A
B

From 5∆t to 6∆t, A is in contact with 2 and B is in contact with 3.
From 6∆t to 7∆t, A is in contact with 1 and B is in contact with 2.
From 7∆t to 8∆t, A is in contact with 2 and B is in contact with 3.
When it is said that A is in contact with 3 for time 0 to ∆t, it means that these two
sub sections on the bushing and pin are coupled and heat flux is applied on one of the
subsections. In the analysis, the heat flux is applied on the pin and it is coupled with the
bushing. It can be done the other way too i.e., the heat flux is applied on the bushing and
it is coupled with the pin. However, the heat flux is not applied on both the sub sections
at a time. The sub sections are coupled to obtain the temperature and slope continuity at
the interface. The heat partitioning is done by the numerical package depending on the
thermal mass and thermal conductivity of the bodies in contact. The temperature at the
point P in Figure 4.1, which is the mid point of oscillation, is maximum in the entire path
of the oscillation of the flux. To evaluate this temperature by Duhamel’s method, the
fundamental solutions have to be obtained. In this example problem illustrated here will
have 10 fundamental solutions for the problems with boundary conditions as described
below.
1) Unit flux on 1 coupled with A
2) Unit flux on 2 coupled with A
3) Unit flux on 2 coupled with B
4) Unit flux on 3 coupled with A
5) Unit flux on 3 coupled with B
6) Unit flux on 4 coupled with A
7) Unit flux on 4 coupled with B
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8) Unit flux on 5 coupled with A
9) Unit flux on 5 coupled with B
10) Unit flux on 6 coupled with B.
When unit heat flux is applied on one of the sub section and coupled with the sub
section on the bushing, on the remaining boundaries convection is applied.
In the non-dimensional case, the boundary conditions are
k

∂T
=1
∂r

On the sub section on which unit flux is applied.

k

∂T
= − Bi1 T
∂r

Convection on the remaining periphery of the pin and the

inner periphery of the bushing excluding the sub section that is coupled with the pin.
k

∂T
= − Bi2 T
∂r

Convection on outer periphery of the bushing.

According to the Duhamel’s theorem, each fundamental solution has to be
operated by a transient function to obtain the temperature at point P in Figure 4.1 due to
the heat flux at each sub section. In the non-dimensional analysis, these transient
functions are given by equation (5.2.1) with reference to Figure 4.2.
 0


f1 = f 3 =  Bi1

 0

0 ≤ t ≤ 6∆t
6∆t ≤ t ≤ 7 ∆t

(4.12a)

7 ∆t ≤ t ≤ 8∆t

0
0 ≤ t ≤ 5∆t

 Bi 5∆t ≤ t ≤ 6∆t
f 2 = f5 =  1
 0 6∆t ≤ t ≤ 7 ∆t
 Bi 7 ∆t ≤ t ≤ 8∆t
 1

(4.12b)
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 Bi1

 0
f4 = f6 = 
 Bi1
 0


0 ≤ t ≤ ∆t
∆t ≤ t ≤ 4∆t
4∆t ≤ t ≤ 5∆t
5∆t ≤ t ≤ 8∆t

(4.12c)

 0

 Bi
f 7 = f8 =  1
 0
 Bi
 1

0 ≤ t ≤ ∆t
∆t ≤ t ≤ 2∆t
2∆t ≤ t ≤ 3∆t
3∆t ≤ t ≤ 8∆t

(4.12d)

f 9 = f10

 0


=  Bi1

 0

0 ≤ t ≤ 2∆t
2∆t ≤ t ≤ 3∆t

(4.12e)

3∆t ≤ t ≤ 8∆t

From the individual solutions, the final maximum non-dimensional rise in
temperature is obtained by summing up the individual solutions, as the problem is
assumed to be linear.
4.3 Non-dimensional Model Parameters
According to Krieth [14], the steady state solution is defined as the temperature
time history of the thermal system after the lack of initial equilibrium have vanished.
Tian and Kennedy [15] have mentioned that the steady state solution of a periodic
temperature variation means that the cyclic amplitude, frequency and the mean value of
temperature at a point will not vary with time. This temperature data will be helpful in
maintaining the safe temperature in the operation of machine elements, which has these
oscillating pin-bushing mechanisms. In this thesis we use Duhamel’s method to
determine the steady state temperature rise and the time required to attain steady state. By
using an appropriate set of dimensionless parameters, the results are generalized.
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The dimensional variables affecting the temperature of the oscillating pin-bush
mechanisms are,
Rs

≡

Radius of the shaft, m

Rbo

≡

Outer radius of the bushing, m

C

≡

Radial clearance, m

L

≡

Length of the bearing, m

ks

≡

Thermal conductivity of the shaft, W/m K

kb

≡

Thermal conductivity of the bushing, W/m K

(ρ cp)s ≡

Product of density and specific heat of the shaft, J-K/m3

(ρ cp)s ≡

Product of density and specific heat of the shaft, J-K/m3

Es

≡

Young’s modulus of the shaft material, N/m2

Eb

≡

Young’s modulus of the bushing material, N/m2

νs

≡

Poisson’s ratio of shaft material

νb

≡

Poisson’s ratio of bushing material

h1

≡

Convection heat coefficient at the inner surface of the bushing and
outer surface of the shaft, W/m2 K

h2

≡

Convection heat coefficient on the outer surface of the bushing,
W/m2 K

P

≡

Load carried by the bearing, N

f

≡

Friction coefficient

ω

≡

Oscillation velocity, rad/s

δ

≡

Amplitude angle of oscillation of the bushing, deg
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From the above geometrical, material and operational parameters, the bite angle
or the contact angle, θb is determined using Hertzian contact theory [16] for a cylinder
inside another cylinder.
By normalizing the governing equations and the boundary conditions, the number
of variables has been reduced. The normalized radius of the shaft is always 1, as
r=

R
at R = Rs , r = 1 . The inner radius of the bushing is fixed to 1.002 for
Rs

convenience. This does not affect on the temperature computations because the
thermomechanical interaction between the pin and the bushing is not considered for the
thermal analysis. The radial clearance, load, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and the
length of the bearing are utilized in determining the bite angle θb. The Load, friction
factor and speed are used in calculating the heat flux, q, entering the shaft and the
bushing at the contact interface. Hence the number of variables reduces to Rbo, ks, kb,
(ρ cp)s, (ρ cp)b, q, h1, h2, δ and θb. In the process of nondimensionalization, these variables
convert to the following set of non-dimensional variables: R =

Pe s =

ω Rs2 ( ρ c p ) s
ks

, Peb =

ω Rs2 ( ρ c p ) b
ks

Bi1 =

Rbo
k
, k= b,
Rs
ks

h1 Rs
h R
, Bi2 = 2 s , δ and θb. The
ks
ks

nondimensionalization is done in such a way that the heat flux q, is eliminated from the
analysis.
Further simplification of the variables yields a ratio called PR and BR, which
represent the Peclet number ratio, and Biot number ratio respectively.
PR =

Pes ( ρ c p ) s
=
Peb ( ρ c p ) b

(4.13)
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BR =

Bi1 h1
=
Bi2 h2

(4.14)

The analysis is run to have the temperature results over a wide range of material,
geometric and operating parameters summarized in Table 4.1
Table 4.1 Variables range for the analysis
Non dimensional Variables
R
Radius, R = bo
Rs
Thermal Conductivity, k =

Data Range
1.01 - 20.00

kb
ks

0.002 - 25.00

h1 Rs
ks
Biot number ratio, BR

Biot number, Bi1 =

Peclet number, Pe s =

10-4 - 120
0.02 - 50

ω Rs2 ( ρ c p ) s

0.05 - 3×106

ks
Peclet number ratio, PR
Oscillation amplitude from mean position,
δ
Bite angle,θb

0.25 - 4
± 5o - ± 50o
5 o - 100 o

The value for radius of the shaft is taken from 0.005 m to 0.3 m. The range of k
is obtained by varying ks from 10 W/m-K to 250 W/m K and kb from 0.5 W/m K to 250
W/m-K. Even though some of these materials like soft plastics cannot sustain heavy
loads, they are included in the parametric simulation for the sake of generality. The range
of Biot number is obtained for the same values or shaft radius, thermal conductivity of
the shaft but with a convective co-efficient ranging from 4 W/m2 K to 200 W/m2 K. Biot
number ratio is obtained by varying convective co-efficient h1 and h2 from 4 W/m2-K to
200 W/m2 K. The Peclet number range is obtained by varying ω from 0.4 rad/s to 200
rad/s and with thermal diffusivity term varying from 6×10-6 m2/s to 120×10-6 m2/s. Peclet
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number ratio is obtained by varying the product of density and specific heat from 1×106
to 4×106. It is noticed that the oscillation speed does not affect the non-dimensional time
period. The non-dimensional time period τ = δπ/90.
4.4 Generalization
To derive individual relations between the steady state temperature rise T , and
the operating parameters, and time to steady state t s , and operational parameters, a
statistical procedure is followed based on the work done by Hamrock [17].
The steady state temperature can be written as a function of the various operating
parameters.
T = g1 ( R, k , Bi1 , BR, Pes , PR, δ ,θ b )
t s = g 2 ( R, k , Bi1 , BR, Pes , PR, δ ,θ b )
The variation of the steady state temperature rise and the steady state time is
analyzed by varying the each parameter while keeping the other parameters constant. The
following Table 4.2 gives the range of values for each parameter and the constant value
of that particular parameter when other when other parameters are varied. For example
when R is varied, k = 1, Bi1 = 0.2, BR = 1, Pes = 1000, PR = 2, δ = 500 and θb = 500.
Table 4.2 Input variables for the simulation
R
1.01
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
2.0
2.5
3
3.5

k
0.002
0.006
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.75
1

Bi1
1.00E-04
5.00E-04
1.00E-03
5.00E-03
1.00E-02
0.05
0.1
0.5
1

BR
0.02
0.05
0.075
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.8
1
2
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Pes
0.05
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.8
1
5
10
50

PR
0.25
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4

δ
10
20
32
50
64
75
100
-

θb
5
10
25
50
75
100
-

4.5
7
10
15
20
-

2
4
8
15
20
25
-

5
10
50
100
120
-

2

1

0.2

4
100
8
500
15
1000
30
5000
50
10000
50000
1.00E5
5.00E5
1.00E6
5.00E6
2.00E6
3.00E6
Constant values
1
1000

-

-

-

2

50

50

For each of the variation of the normalized parameter, the steady state
temperature and the time to attain steady state is noted from the transient temperature
distribution curve at the mid point of the oscillation on the pin. These results are curvefitted as shown in Figures 4.3 to 4.14. The goodness value was r2 ≥ 0.98. Combing all the
parameters into one equation yields to the general formula for the non-dimensional steady
state temperature rise and the time to attain steady state as per the equation (4.15) and
(4.16).
 1− 0.07 ln(δ )
T =

 4.02 + 5.48 K

  0.58 + 4.48 Bi10.7   0.13 0.012  
θb

0.002 


−
1+
1+ 0.1 ln( BR ) +

  0.01θ + 3.96  



BR 

  20.77 + Bi10.7   ln R ln R 1.5  
b

() ()

……………(4.15)

(

)

 (14.58 + 5.833 ln( Pe s ) ) 10.32 + 1 / PR 
ln(t s ) = (7.35 − ln( Bi1 ) + 0.0173 Bi1 ) 17.42 + 0.084 ln( BR ) − e − BR 

157.14 − δ (69.09 − ln(θ b ) )



(

)

(

)

……………(4.16)
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From the above equations, it is clear that the temperature is not dependent on the Peclet
number or the Peclet number ratio (PR). The Peclet number and the ratio will affect the
time a system will take to attain steady state. Similarly the parameters R and k do not
play a role in affecting the time a system takes to reach steady state.
0.200
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0.140

0.077 +

T 0.120

0.01 0.0009
−
ln( R) ln( R)1.5

0.100
0.080
0.060
0.00

0.50
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2.00

2.50

3.00

ln(R)
Figure 4.3 Temperature rise vs. ln(R )
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Figure 4.4 Temperature rise vs. K
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Figure 4.5 Temperature rise vs. Bi1
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Figure 4.6 Temperature rise vs. BR
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Figure 4.7 Temperature rise vs. δ
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Figure 4.8 Temperature rise vs. θb
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Figure 4.9 Natural log of time to steady state vs. Bi1
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Figure 4.10 Natural log of time to steady state vs. BR
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Figure 4.11 Natural log of time to steady state vs. Pes
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4.5 Sensitivity Study
The analysis, using the parameters in Table 4.2, has shown that the Peclet number
and the Peclet number ratio do not have any effect on the steady state temperature. In
order to understand the influence of these nondimensional parameters on the transient
temperature distribution of the oscillating pin bushing mechanism, a sensitivity study is
performed.
4.5.1 Variation of R
The Radius ratio is the ratio of outer radius of the bushing to the shaft radius.
Reducing the outer radius of the bushing will increase the temperature at the interface, as
the thermal mass of the system is less for a given set of other operating, material and
geometric properties. An increase in R will increase the outer radius which in turn
increases the volume for heat conduction. This is illustrated in Figure 4.15.
4.5.2 Thermal Conductivity Ratio ( k )
The thermal conductivity ratio is the ratio of thermal conductivities of the bushing
material and the shaft material. For low values of k , the temperature at the interface is
maximum. This is due to the fact that when k is less, the thermal conductivity of the
bushing is less than the fixed value for the shaft. The generated heat remains at the
interface giving rise to the maximum temperature. Similarly, for high values of k , the
relative thermal conductivity of the bushing is high, so that most of the generated heat is
conducted by the bushing and is cooled at the surface by convection. The time taken to
attain steady state is not affected by this ratio. The surface plot of temperature, time Vs k
is as shown in Figure 4.16.
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4.5.3 Biot Number (Bi)
Biot number plays an important role in the temperature distribution in the
oscillating contacts. By varying the Biot number, various other parameters such as
thermal conductivity, shaft radius and the heat convection coefficient are varied. From
the simulation results as in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18, it is noticed that at low Biot
numbers, the value of nondimensional steady state temperature and the time to attain
steady state is less when compared to the results for high Biot number. One of the reasons
is that for low values of Biot number, the thermal conductivity is greater and the steady
state temperature is lower.
4.5.4 Biot Number Ratio (BR)
In this work, the Biot number ratio is the ratio of internal heat convection
coefficient (h1) to the external heat convection coefficient (h2). At low values of BR, the
value of h2 is greatest. Hence, the steady state temperature and the time to steady state are
minimum. On the other hand, when the ratio is large, the effect of convection at the outer
surface of the bushing is minimum, which leads to maximum temperature at the interface.
The surface plot of temperature distribution is as shown in Figure 4.19.
4.5.5 Peclet Number (Pe)
The Peclet number represents the speed ω. Since frictional heat is directly
proportional to the oscillating speed. This nondimensional number will determine the
time taken to attain steady state. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 4.20. Moreover,
the Peclet number does not have any effect on the magnitude of temperature.
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4.5.6 Peclet Number Ratio (PR)
The Peclet number ratio is the ratio of the product of the ρ cp of the shaft to that of
the bearing. This ratio is the representation of the heat capacity of shaft and the bushing.
At low values of this ratio, the time for the temperature to attain steady state is more than
for the high values. Similar to the steady state temperature remains constant for all values
of this ratio as in Figure 4.21.
4.5.7 Oscillation Angle (δ)
For small oscillation angles of the bushing, the steady state temperature is less and
it is attained faster than for the large angles. Since in the analyses the contact angle was
fixed, when this region is oscillated for small angles, the heat flow is restricted for a small
region owing to the high value of temperatures at the contact. Similarly, it takes longer
time to attain steady state than for large oscillation angles. The variation of temperature is
as shown in Figure 4.22.
4.5.8 Bite Angle (θb)
From Figure 4.23, it is clear that for the small contact angles, the time to attain
steady state is smaller than for the large angles. Similarly, the steady state temperature is
maximum for large contact angles than the temperatures for the small angles. When the
value of heat flux is fixed over a range of bit angles, for larger angles the heat input to the
system is large, which leads to the maximum temperature rise.
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Figure 4.15 Transient temperature distribution with respect to R
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Figure 4.16 Transient temperature distribution with respect to k
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Figure 4.17 Transient temperature distribution with respect to Bi (1×10-4to 10)
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Figure 4.18 Transient temperature distribution with respect to Bi (10 to 120)
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Figure 4.19 Transient temperature distribution with respect to BR
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Figure 4.20 Transient temperature distribution with respect to Pe
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Figure 4.21 Transient temperature distribution with respect to PR
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Figure 4.22 Transient temperature distribution with respect to δ
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Figure 4.23 Transient temperature distribution with respect to θb
4.6 Verification
The validity of the empirical expression for the nondimensional steady state
temperature rise and the time is verified by comparing the results for a dimensional case
as described below with the operating parameters given in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 Dimensional parameters for the comparison
Parameter
Radius of shaft, Rs
Inner radius of bushing, Rbi
Outer radius of bushing, Rbo
Length of the bearing, L
Radial clearance, C
Thermal conductivity of pin and
bushing, k
Thermal diffusivity of pin and
bushing,α
Young’s Modulus of shaft, Es
Young’s Modulus of bushing, Eb
Parameter
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Example 1
0.05 m
0.05025 m
0.1 m
0.1 m
2.5 ×10-5 m

Example 2
0.05 m
0.05025 m
0.1 m
0.1 m
2.5 ×10-5 m

52 W/m K

52 W/m K

1 × 10-5 m2/s

1 × 10-5 m2/s

200 Gpa
200 Gpa
Example 1

200 Gpa
200 Gpa
Example 2

Poisson’s ratio of shaft and bushing, ν
Friction factor, f
Linear velocity, U
Angular velocity, ω
Load, P
Convective heat transfer coefficient, h1=
h2
Oscillation angle, δ
Bite angle from Hertzian theory, θb
Heat flux, q

0.3
0.1
0.08 m/s
1.6 rad/s
111.2025 × 103 N

0.3
0.1
0.08 m/s
1.6 rad/s
111.2025 × 103 N

80 W/m2 K

10 W/m2 K

±15o = 30o
25o
386801.74 W/m2

±15o = 30o
25o
386801.74 W/m2

Using the data from the table 4.3, the dimensional parameters are converted to nondimensional variables as per the definitions in the earlier sections.
Table 4.4 Non-dimensional parameters
Non dimensional Variables
R
Radius, R = bo
Rs
Thermal Conductivity, k =

Example 1

Example 2

2

2

1

1

0.077

0.0096

1

1

400

400

1

1

30o

30o

25 o

25 o

kb
ks

h1 Rs
ks
Biot number ratio, BR
Peclet number,

Biot number, Bi1 =

Pe s =

ω Rs2 ( ρ c p ) s

ks
Peclet number ratio, PR
Oscillation amplitude from mean
position, δ
Bite angle,θb

Example 1
Substituting the values in the in equation (4.15) and (4.16), the non-dimensional
steady state temperature, T = 0.035096 and the time t s = 13216. Converting these
normalized values into dimensional form by back substituting in the definition of T and
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t s , the temperature rise is found to be 174o C and the time taken to attain steady state is
8260.3 s. The same problem is solved using the Finite element solver FlexPDE [18], the
results are found to be 172.5o C and 8400 s as shown in Figure 4.24.
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Figure 4.24 Transient temperature rise for Example 1from F.E.M
Example 2
The nondimensional steady state temperature is T = 0.02011 and the steady state
time t s = 96826. Converting these normalized values back to dimensional form, the
temperature rise is found to be 777 oC and the time taken to attain steady state is 60516 s.
The finite element solution for the example 2 yielded a temperature of 795o C and time
63000.0 s as in Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.25 Transient temperature rise for Example 1from F.E.M
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100000

CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS
A new analytical model for solving the temperature distribution in bodies
subjected to moving sources of heat has been developed. These moving sources can be
either unidirectional or oscillatory. The formulation is based on the Duhamel’s theorem.
The first and major step for solving these problems is to obtain the fundamental solutions,
which can be either solved analytically or solved numerically and approximated by
proper curve fitting. The second step is to obtain the proper transient step functions using
the velocity of the moving body, heat contact width or bite angle and the amplitude of
oscillation. The validity of the approach has been verified using the Finite Element
Method. From the results of the verification problems, it is evident that this method can
be used to model the problems subjected to moving sources of heat. From the results of
section 4.6, it can be stated that this procedure can be used to solve for transient
temperature in application with non-linear boundary conditions. One can model such a
problem with a moving heat source combined with convection and radiation on its
surface by changing the boundary condition to obtain the fundamental solution. In
addition to contact problems, this method may be useful for treating problems involving
high-energy laser pulses directed at surfaces.
The Duhamel’s method is applied to a multi domain problem of oscillating pinbushing mechanism to determine the maximum temperature rise in the system. An
empirical formula is derived by the statistical method for non-dimensional temperature
rise and the time to reach steady state. The validity is the relation is verified by
comparing the results with the finite element solution. With this novel approach of
solving for temperature in oscillating or moving domain problems, one can easily analyze
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the temperature in fretting contacts, oscillating seals, and other lot of practical
applications which involve oscillation or time dependent heat boundary conditions.
5.1 Suggestions for Future Work
In the current work, the time dependent nature of the heat flux was neglected, and
the velocity was assumed constant, but in reality, both of these parameters are time
dependent. Modification of the empirical formula for the temperature and time for this
nature of the problem will give a good insight.
Comparison of the results obtained by the Duhamel’s method with the experimental
results would give a strong validation of the method.
One more suggestion would be to extend the analysis to 3-dimensional case for
varying cross section of the pin.
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APPENDIX A - FINTE ELEMENT MODELLING OF OSCILLATING MOVING
HEAT SOURCES
The Finite Element Modeling of the problems subjected to oscillating or moving
heat sources on its boundary is similar to the analytical approach described earlier. In
modeling the problems for verification in this paper, adaptive mesh refinement was used
to refine the mesh at the boundary on which heat flux is applied. The elements used were
6-noded quadratic triangular elements. The boundary on which oscillating or moving heat
flux is applied is divided into number of subsections and on each sub section, time
dependent heat flux and convection is applied as per the square waves θi(t), which will
model the oscillating or moving heat flux. For illustrating the application of moving or
oscillating boundary condition, the oscillating pin-bushing problem is considered; the
interface contact is divided into 11 subsections as shown in Figure 13. The boundary
conditions for this problem are implemented by oscillating the boundary conditions as
described below:
At the outer surface of the pin:
∂T
k
= θ i (t )q + [θ i (t )− 1]h1 T
∂r
∂T
k
= −h1T
∂r

For 0 ≤ φ ≤ δ and

(A-1)

For δ ≤ φ ≤ 2π

(A-2)

From the equation (A-1), it is evident that either flux or convection is applied on
any subsection at any instant of time, i.e., the function θi(t) varies from 0 to 1, when θi(t)
=1, then flux is applied on that subsection and as per the equation (θi(t)-1) would be zero,
hence convection would not be applied. On the other hand, if θi(t)=0 only convection is
applied on that subsection. In this manner on-off heat flux combined with convection is
applied as boundary conditions. In a similar manner, one can model any problem with
moving or oscillating boundary condition combined with convection or radiation or both
on a boundary. All FEM solution presented in this paper utilize triangular mesh with
adaptive density for high resolution near the emphasize.
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APPENDIX B - FLEXPDE PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURE
AT THE INTERFACE FOR EXAMPLE 2
Variables
temp

Select
ngrid =20
regrid= off
painted
thermal_colors

Definitions
r= sqrt((x^2)+(y^2))
k= 52
h=10
alpha= 1*10^(-5)
q0= 386801.74

{ variable solved for}

{ initial grid size}
{ adaptive remeshing switched off}
{ to get coloured contours}
{ to get colors in thermal format}
{i.e hot=red, cold = blue}

! thermal conductivity w/m-K
! convective coefficient w/m^2- K
! thermal diffusivity m^2/s
! heat generated at the interface w/m^2

{ functional definition of polar derivatives in cartesian coordinates }
dr(u) = (x/r)*dx(u) + (y/r)*dy(u)
dphi(u) = (-y)*dx(u) + x*dy(u)
{ calculations to get the offset distance between shaft surface and the
bushing surface at the interface}
t2= arccos((0.05/0.0501)*cos(242.5*pi/180))
t2d=117.5 - t2*180/pi
!in degrees
b=0.0501*sin((242.5*pi/180)+t2d*pi/180) - 0.05*sin(242.5*pi/180)
{ fourier series functions for coupling the boundary conditions at the interface}
k1 = .4244131814e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)+.2122065906*sin(28.82195096*t)
+.1378322238*cos(38.42926793*t)+.2387324148*sin(38.42926793*t)
+.6366197716e-1*cos(48.03658493*t)+.2375897336*sin(48.03658493*t)
-.6666666668e-10*cos(57.64390193*t) +.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)-.4547284096e1*cos(67.25121890*t) +.1697069525*sin(67.25121890*t)-.6891611196e-1*cos(76.85853590*t)
+.1193662073*sin(76.85853590*t)-.7073553024e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)+.7073553022e-1*
sin(86.46585286*t) +.1591549433*sin(19.21463397*t)+.2122065908*cos(28.82195096*t)
+.3183098862*cos(9.607316986*t)+.8529087702e-1*sin(9.607316986*t)
+.2756644478*cos(19.21463397*t)+.3938063542e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)
+.4244131826e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)-.5513288950e-1*cos(96.07316986*t)
+.6560836722e-2*sin(124.8951208*t)+.7753716060e-2*sin(105.6804869*t)
+.3183098856e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)+.2273642052e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)
-.2893726232e-1*cos(105.6804869*t)+.2448537592e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)
+.6666666668e-10*cos(115.2878038*t)-.8333333333
k2 =.2000000002e-9*cos(57.64390193*t)+.6366197720e-1* sin(96.07316986*t)
-.2118354628e-1*cos(105.6804869*t)-.9734247286e-10*cos(96.07316986*t)
-.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)+.2122065908*sin(28.82195096*t)
+.2330190096*sin(9.607316986*t)+.2330190094*cos(9.607316986*t)
-.1946849457e-9*cos(19.21463397*t)-.1739277565*sin(48.03658493*t)
-.1242341115*sin(67.25121890*t)-.4244131830e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)
-.1739277562*cos(48.03658493*t)+.2118354622e-1*sin(105.6804869*t)
+.7073553016e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)-.2122065908*cos(28.82195096*t)
+.4547284094e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)-.1112485404e-9*cos(134.5024378*t)
+.6666666662e-10*cos(115.2878038*t)+.1792453926e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)
-.8333333333-.1460137093e-9*sin(38.42926793*t)+.4244131810e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)
-.2756644478*cos(38.42926793*t)+.1792453919e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)
+.1216780911e-9*sin(76.85853590*t)+.3183098860*sin(19.21463397*t)
+.7073553036e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)+.1242341118*cos(67.25121890*t)
+.1378322239*cos(76.85853590*t)

k3 = -.1697069526*cos(67.25121890*t)-.4244131804e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)
-.8333333333+.1591549430*sin(19.21463397*t)-.2387324146*sin(38.42926793*t)
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+.3183098856*sin(9.607316986*t)+.8529087664e-1*cos(9.607316986*t)
-.3333333334e-9*cos(57.64390193*t)+.6560836618e-2*cos(124.8951208*t)
+.1378322241*cos(38.42926793*t)-.2122065906*cos(28.82195096*t)
+.5513288940e-1*cos(96.07316986*t)+.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)
-.1193662074*sin(76.85853590*t)+.6366197758e-1*sin(48.03658493*t)
+.4547284058e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)-.4244131838e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)
-.2756644478*cos(19.21463397*t)+.7073553042e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)
+.2375897334*cos(48.03658493*t)+.3183098872e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)
+.2448537592e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)-.7753716148e-2*cos(105.6804869*t)
+.2273642032e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)-.3938063550e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)
+.2893726234e-1*sin(105.6804869*t)-.2122065910*sin(28.82195096*t)
+.6666666662e-10*cos(115.2878038*t)-.6891611168e-1*cos(76.85853590*t)
-.7073553008e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)
k4 = .2387324148*sin(38.42926793*t)+.1697069524*cos(67.25121890*t)
-.2375897336*cos(48.03658493*t)-.2122065906*sin(28.82195096*t)
+.1193662071*sin(76.85853590*t)-.8529087702e-1*cos(9.607316986*t)
-.7073553002e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)+.3183098866*sin(9.607316986*t)
-.2756644476*cos(19.21463397*t)-.1591549433*sin(19.21463397*t)
+.2122065910*cos(28.82195096*t)-.3938063532e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)
-.2273642066e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)+.4244131842e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)
-.4244131796e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)+.2893726230e-1*sin(105.6804869*t)
+.6666666668e-10*cos(115.2878038*t)+.2448537590e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)
-.3183098838e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)+.7753715954e-2*cos(105.6804869*t)
+.5513288962e-1*cos(96.07316986*t)-.6891611228e-1*cos(76.85853590*t)
-.6560836816e-2*cos(124.8951208*t)+.1378322236*cos(38.42926793*t)
+.6366197680e-1*sin(48.03658493*t)+.4666666668e-9*cos(57.64390193*t)
-.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)+.4547284130e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)
-.7073553050e-1*sin(86.46585286*t) -.8333333333
k5 = -.7073553056e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)+.7073552996e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)
+.2920274186e-9*cos(134.5024378*t)-.1242341113*cos(67.25121890*t)
+.2118354638e-1*sin(105.6804869*t)+.2122065912*sin(28.82195096*t)
-.8333333333-.3893698914e-9*sin(38.42926793*t)+.3893698914e-9*cos(19.21463397*t)
-.4547284094e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)+.2118354614e-1*cos(105.6804869*t)
+.2330190092*sin(9.607316986*t)+.4244131788e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)
-.2330190094*cos(9.607316986*t)+.5597192188e-9*sin(76.85853590*t)
-.2756644478*cos(38.42926793*t)+.3114959130e-9*cos(96.07316986*t)
+.1739277567*cos(48.03658493*t)-.6000000000e-9*cos(57.64390193*t)
-.1739277560*sin(48.03658493*t)+.1378322239*cos(76.85853590*t)
+.4244131850e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)-.1242341120*sin(67.25121890*t)
-.3183098862*sin(19.21463397*t)-.1792453933e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)
-.6366197714e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)+.6666666682e-10*cos(115.2878038*t)
+.2122065904*cos(28.82195096*t)+.1792453911e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)
+.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)
k6 = .6666666670e-9*cos(115.2878038*t)+.1193662067*sin(76.85853590*t)
-.6666666668e-9*cos(57.64390193*t)+.7073553024e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)
+.2273642102e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)+.2387324152*sin(38.42926793*t)
-.6891611228e-1*cos(76.85853590*t)-.4244131816e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)
-.3183098868*cos(9.607316986*t)-.8529087738e-1*sin(9.607316986*t)
-.2122065914*sin(28.82195096*t)+.3183098806e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)
+.3938063572e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)-.2375897338*sin(48.03658493*t)
-.6366197664e-1*cos(48.03658493*t)-.2122065908*cos(28.82195096*t)
+.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)-.7073552962e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)
-.2448537644e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)-.4244131882e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)
+.1378322235*cos(38.42926793*t)-.1697069522*sin(67.25121890*t)
-.7753715760e-2*sin(105.6804869*t)+.2756644480*cos(19.21463397*t)
+.2893726180e-1*cos(105.6804869*t)-.6560837024e-2*sin(124.8951208*t)
-.5513288922e-1*cos(96.07316986*t)+.1591549436*sin(19.21463397*t)
+.4547284148e-1*cos(67.25121890*t)-.8333333333
k7 = .6666666662e-9*cos(115.2878038*t)-.2118354546e-1*sin(105.6804869*t)
-.7073552894e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)-.7073553090e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)
+.1727828893e-8*sin(76.85853590*t)-.2330190092*cos(9.607316986*t)
+.6366197664e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)-.2330190098*sin(9.607316986*t)
+.1378322236*cos(76.85853590*t)-.1800835748e-8*sin(38.42926793*t)
-.8333333333+.1739277551*cos(48.03658493*t)-.9734247286e-9*cos(96.07316986*t)
-.2756644480*cos(38.42926793*t)+.1739277578*sin(48.03658493*t)
+.2000000002e-8*cos(57.64390193*t)-.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)
-.1242341129*cos(67.25121890*t)+.1242341101*sin(67.25121890*t)
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-.1792454002e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)+.2118354620e-1*cos(105.6804869*t)
-.1792453927e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)+.2122065920*cos(28.82195096*t)
-.2122065902*sin(28.82195096*t)-.8760822554e-9*cos(19.21463397*t)
+.3183098868*sin(19.21463397*t)-.4244131748e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)
+.4547284146e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)-.1001236863e-8*cos(134.5024378*t)
+.4244131948e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)

k8 = .4244131682e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)+.2122065908*sin(28.82195096*t)
+.7073553024e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)+.5513289020e-1*cos(96.07316986*t)
+.1697069532*cos(67.25121890*t)-.3938063472e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)
-.1333333334e-8*cos(57.64390193*t)+.7753716766e-2*cos(105.6804869*t)
-.1333333333e-8*cos(115.2878038*t)-.2375897328*cos(48.03658493*t)
-.6891611128e-1*cos(76.85853590*t)+.1591549419*sin(19.21463397*t)
-.7073553158e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)+.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)
-.8333333333+.4244131816e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)-.6560836008e-2*cos(124.8951208*t)
+.2273641928e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)-.2448537468e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)
+.3183098976e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)+.1378322246*cos(38.42926793*t)
-.2893726354e-1*sin(105.6804869*t)-.8529087646e-1*cos(9.607316986*t)
-.2387324134*sin(38.42926793*t)-.1193662084*sin(76.85853590*t)
-.3183098852*sin(9.607316986*t)-.4547283972e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)
+.2122065894*cos(28.82195096*t)-.6366197836e-1*sin(48.03658493*t)
-.2756644470*cos(19.21463397*t)
k9 = -.3183098868*sin(9.607316986*t)-.4244131882e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)
-.1697069522*cos(67.25121890*t)-.7753715738e-2*cos(105.6804869*t)
-.3183098806e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)-.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)
+.5513288922e-1*cos(96.07316986*t)+.1193662067*sin(76.85853590*t)
-.2893726178e-1*sin(105.6804869*t)+.6666666670e-9*cos(115.2878038*t)
+.7073553024e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)+.6666666668e-9*cos(57.64390193*t)
-.2273642102e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)+.2387324152*sin(38.42926793*t)
+.6560837010e-2*cos(124.8951208*t)-.1591549436*sin(19.21463397*t)
+.7073552962e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)+.2375897340*cos(48.03658493*t)
-.6366197660e-1*sin(48.03658493*t)-.8333333333-.2448537642e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)
+.2122065908*sin(28.82195096*t)-.3938063572e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)
+.1378322235*cos(38.42926793*t)-.4547284144e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)
-.2122065914*cos(28.82195096*t)+.4244131816e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)
-.2756644480*cos(19.21463397*t)-.6891611228e-1*cos(76.85853590*t)
+.8529087738e-1*cos(9.607316986*t)
k10 = -.4244131748e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)-.1792453929e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)
-.7073552894e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)+.1792454001e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)
-.2118354620e-1*sin(105.6804869*t)-.2122065920*sin(28.82195096*t)
+.1001236863e-8*cos(134.5024378*t)-.3183098868*sin(19.21463397*t)
-.1800835748e-8*sin(38.42926793*t)+.6666666662e-9*cos(115.2878038*t)
-.1739277578*cos(48.03658493*t)-.4244131948e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)
+.1242341129*sin(67.25121890*t)-.2122065902*cos(28.82195096*t)
-.8333333333-.2756644480*cos(38.42926793*t)+.7073553098e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)
+.2330190100*cos(9.607316986*t)+.8760822554e-9*cos(19.21463397*t)
-.2118354550e-1*cos(105.6804869*t)-.4547284146e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)
-.2330190094*sin(9.607316986*t)+.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)
-.2000000002e-8*cos(57.64390193*t)+.1242341102*cos(67.25121890*t)
+.1378322236*cos(76.85853590*t)+.1739277550*sin(48.03658493*t)
+.9734247286e-9*cos(96.07316986*t)+.1727828893e-8*sin(76.85853590*t)
-.6366197664e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)
n = 1*ustep(k1)+ 2*ustep(k2)+ 3*ustep(k3)+ 2*ustep(k4)+ 1*ustep(k5)- 1*ustep(k6)
- 2*ustep(k7)- 3*ustep(k8)- 2*ustep(k9)- 1*ustep(k10)

an = n* 5*pi/180
crot = cos(an)
srot = sin(an)

{ fourier series functions to simulate the oscillations in terms
of on-off on a particular sub scetion}
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A1 = -.8333333333-.8529087646e-1*cos(9.607316986*t)-.3183098852*sin(9.607316986*t)
-.2756644470*cos(19.21463397*t)+.1591549419*sin(19.21463397*t)
+.2122065894*cos(28.82195096*t)+.2122065908*sin(28.82195096*t)
+.1378322246*cos(38.42926793*t)-.2387324134*sin(38.42926793*t)
-.2375897328*cos(48.03658493*t)-.6366197836e-1*sin(48.03658493*t)
-.1333333334e-8*cos(57.64390193*t)+.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)
+.1697069532*cos(67.25121890*t)-.4547283972e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)
-.6891611128e-1*cos(76.85853590*t)-.1193662084*sin(76.85853590*t)
-.7073553158e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)+.7073553024e-1*sin(86.46585286*t) ;
A2 = .2118354722e-1*cos(105.6804869*t)+.4244131882e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)
+.4547283972e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)-.1792453827e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)
-.7876127146e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)+.1102657784*cos(96.07316986*t)
+.6366197836e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)-.6689529110e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)
+.4244131748e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)+.4660380280e-1*sin(48.03658493*t)
+.1333333334e-8*cos(57.64390193*t)-.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)
+.2122065914*sin(28.82195096*t)+.1739277561*cos(48.03658493*t)
+.3183098852*sin(19.21463397*t)+.2122065902*cos(28.82195096*t)
-.5513288960*cos(19.21463397*t)-.2330190082*cos(9.607316986*t)
-.8696387818*sin(9.607316986*t)+.7073552962e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)
-.5000000000-.7073553098e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)-.1242341120*cos(67.25121890*t)
+.3328842898e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)-.7905807080e-1*sin(105.6804869*t) ;
A3 = .7073553024e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)-.1333333334e-8*cos(57.64390193*t)
+.1193662084*sin(76.85853590*t)-.4244131816e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)
-.6366197840e-1*cos(48.03658493*t)+.2893726354e-1*cos(105.6804869*t)
+.3183098976e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)+.6891611128e-1*cos(76.85853590*t)
-.1705817606e-1*sin(48.03658493*t)-.9138066744e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)
-1.187948669*sin(9.607316986*t)-.2122065908*cos(28.82195096*t)
+.1333333333e-8*cos(115.2878038*t)-.1079953328*sin(105.6804869*t)
+.2273641928e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)-.7073552894e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)
+.5513289020e-1*cos(96.07316986*t)-.2122065920*sin(28.82195096*t)
-.3938063472e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)+.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)
-.2448537470e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)-.3183098850*cos(9.607316986*t)
-.1666666666-.2756644470*cos(19.21463397*t)-.1218441034e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)
-.4244131948e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)+.4547283976e-1*cos(67.25121890*t)
-.1378322246*cos(38.42926793*t)+.1591549419*sin(19.21463397*t)
+.2387324134*sin(38.42926793*t) ;
A4 = -.6891611176e-1*cos(76.85853590*t)-.2122065908*cos(28.82195096*t)
+.2893726268e-1*cos(105.6804869*t)+.166666667+.7073553024e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)
-.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)+.2756644476*cos(19.21463397*t)
-.2387324144*sin(38.42926793*t)-.9138066692e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)
-.1193662076*sin(76.85853590*t)-.3183098858*cos(9.607316986*t)
-.1705817556e-1*sin(48.03658493*t)-.1079953333*sin(105.6804869*t)
-.4244131850e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)-.2273642016e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)
-.3183098892e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)-.2448537558e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)
+.3333333334e-9*cos(57.64390193*t)-.5513288972e-1*cos(96.07316986*t)
+.3938063522e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)-.7073552996e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)
-1.187948668*sin(9.607316986*t)-.2122065912*sin(28.82195096*t)
-.3333333334e-9*cos(115.2878038*t)+.1378322240*cos(38.42926793*t)
-.1591549428*sin(19.21463397*t)+.4547284062e-1*cos(67.25121890*t)
-.1218441084e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)-.4244131816e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)
-.6366197752e-1*cos(48.03658493*t) ;
A5 = .4660380238e-1*sin(48.03658493*t)-.3406986550e-9*sin(76.85853590*t)
+.7876127128e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)-.9333333334e-9*cos(57.64390193*t)
-.1102657787*cos(96.07316986*t)+.1739277559*cos(48.03658493*t)
-.6689529076e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)+.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)
+.2122065914*sin(28.82195096*t)+.4244131788e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)
-.6366197806e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)+.3328842930e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)
+.4244131882e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)-.7905807114e-1*sin(105.6804869*t)
+.4380411278e-9*sin(38.42926793*t)-.7073553056e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)
+.2118354702e-1*cos(105.6804869*t)+.2122065904*cos(28.82195096*t)
-.1946849457e-9*cos(38.42926793*t)+.5513288958*cos(19.21463397*t)
-.2330190086*cos(9.607316986*t)+.7073552962e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)
-.8696387812*sin(9.607316986*t)-.1792453847e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)
+.500000000-.3183098854*sin(19.21463397*t)-.1242341121*cos(67.25121890*t)
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-.4547284008e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)+.4000000004e-9*cos(115.2878038*t)
-.1946849457e-9*cos(76.85853590*t) ;
A6 = .4240991470e-1*cos(249.7902416*t)+.1193662067*sin(153.7170718*t)
+.5513288922e-1*cos(192.1463397*t)+.6820926074e-1*sin(269.0048756*t)
-.3183098856*sin(19.21463397*t)+.5513288950*cos(19.21463397*t)
-.3938063572e-1*cos(269.0048756*t)-.2756644480*cos(38.42926793*t)
-.6891611228e-1*cos(153.7170718*t)+.9549296638e-1*sin(192.1463397*t)
+.4774648286*sin(38.42926793*t)+.7876127046e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)
+.6666666666e-9*cos(57.64390190*t)-.4547284032e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)
+.2387324152*sin(76.85853586*t)+.666666667-.8488263632e-1*sin(288.2195095*t)
-.2893726296e-1*sin(211.3609737*t)-.6366197784e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)
-.2448537530e-1*sin(249.7902416*t)-.1414710605*sin(172.9317057*t)
+.1378322235*cos(76.85853586*t)-.1102657794*cos(96.07316986*t)
-.4244131818*sin(57.64390190*t)-.5012080902e-1*cos(211.3609737*t)
+.6666666666e-9*cos(172.9317057*t)+.6666666668e-9*cos(230.5756076*t)
+.6666666668e-9*cos(115.2878038*t)+.6666666668e-9*cos(288.2195095*t) ;
A7 = -.2122065902*cos(28.82195096*t)-.1333333334e-8*cos(57.64390193*t)
+.7905807080e-1*sin(105.6804869*t)+.8696387818*sin(9.607316986*t)
-.2122065914*sin(28.82195096*t)-.1739277561*cos(48.03658493*t)
-.3183098852*sin(19.21463397*t)-.6366197836e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)
-.4244131882e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)+.1242341120*cos(67.25121890*t)
-.4244131748e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)+.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)
+.2330190082*cos(9.607316986*t)-.3328842898e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)
-.7073552962e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)-.4547283972e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)
+.7876127146e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)+.5513288960*cos(19.21463397*t)
+.1792453827e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)-.1102657784*cos(96.07316986*t)
-.2118354722e-1*cos(105.6804869*t)-.4660380280e-1*sin(48.03658493*t)
+.7073553098e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)+.6689529110e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)
+.500000000 ;
A8 = -.4612812504e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)+.9471551664e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)
-.3917816026e-1*cos(96.07316986*t)+.3392568240*cos(9.607316986*t)
+1.175312209*sin(9.607316986*t)+.4546811916e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)
-.1348310615e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)-.6477000682e-1*cos(67.25121890*t)
-.1807911061*sin(19.21463397*t)+.178899083+.2107979040*cos(28.82195096*t)
+.1877959191*sin(28.82195096*t)-.6654679174e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)
-.2424862698e-1*cos(57.64390193*t)-.2093985682*sin(57.64390193*t)
+.2870710170*cos(19.21463397*t)+.6930154846e-2*sin(48.03658493*t)
+.4143334880e-1*cos(48.03658493*t)-.2588979238*sin(38.42926793*t)
+.1930902494e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)+.1240227144*cos(38.42926793*t)
+.3558317716e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)+.4180964198e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)
-.5541730892e-2*sin(115.2878038*t)+.7446758214e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)
+.2360688732e-1*cos(115.2878038*t)+.1154548296*sin(105.6804869*t)
-.7772548552e-1*cos(76.85853590*t)-.9664565468e-1*sin(76.85853590*t)
-.5828302956e-2*cos(105.6804869*t)+.2710241080e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)
;
A9 = .1333333333e-8*cos(115.2878038*t)+.2122065908*cos(28.82195096*t)
+.1218441034e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)-.2893726354e-1*cos(105.6804869*t)
-.7073553024e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)+.2387324134*sin(38.42926793*t)
+.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)-.3938063472e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)
+.2448537470e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)+.9138066744e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)
+.3183098850*cos(9.607316986*t)+.2273641928e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)
+.3183098976e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)+.4244131816e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)
-.2756644470*cos(19.21463397*t)-.4547283976e-1*cos(67.25121890*t)
+.5513289020e-1*cos(96.07316986*t)+.6366197840e-1*cos(48.03658493*t)
+.6891611128e-1*cos(76.85853590*t)-.1378322246*cos(38.42926793*t)
+.1591549419*sin(19.21463397*t)+.2122065920*sin(28.82195096*t)
+.4244131948e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)-.1333333334e-8*cos(57.64390193*t)
+.1705817606e-1*sin(48.03658493*t)+1.187948669*sin(9.607316986*t)
+.1193662084*sin(76.85853590*t)+.1079953328*sin(105.6804869*t)
+.7073552894e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)-.1666666666 ;
A10 = .1792453827e-1*cos(124.8951208*t)-.7073552962e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)
-.5513288960*cos(19.21463397*t)-.2122065902*cos(28.82195096*t)
+.3183098852*sin(19.21463397*t)-.1739277561*cos(48.03658493*t)
-.2122065914*sin(28.82195096*t)-.7876127146e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)
+.1333333334e-8*cos(57.64390193*t)-.3328842898e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)
+.6366197836e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)-.4244131882e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)
+.4547283972e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)+.7073553098e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)
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+.8696387818*sin(9.607316986*t)-.4660380280e-1*sin(48.03658493*t)
+.7905807080e-1*sin(105.6804869*t)+.2330190082*cos(9.607316986*t)
+.6689529110e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)+.1242341120*cos(67.25121890*t)
-.4244131748e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)+.1102657784*cos(96.07316986*t)
-.2118354722e-1*cos(105.6804869*t)-.5000000000-.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t) ;
A11 = -.7753716766e-2*cos(105.6804869*t)+.3183098976e-1*sin(96.07316986*t)
+.2893726354e-1*sin(105.6804869*t)+.2448537468e-1*sin(124.8951208*t)
+.8529087646e-1*cos(9.607316986*t)+.3183098852*sin(9.607316986*t)
-.4244131682e-1*cos(144.1097548*t)+.2273641928e-1*sin(134.5024378*t)
-.3938063472e-1*cos(134.5024378*t)-.1333333334e-8*cos(57.64390193*t)
+.1591549419*sin(19.21463397*t)-.2122065894*cos(28.82195096*t)
-.2122065908*sin(28.82195096*t)-.7073553024e-1*sin(86.46585286*t)
+.2375897328*cos(48.03658493*t)-.2756644470*cos(19.21463397*t)
-.1697069532*cos(67.25121890*t)+.6366197836e-1*sin(48.03658493*t)
-.4244131816e-1*sin(144.1097548*t)+.4547283972e-1*sin(67.25121890*t)
+.2122065908*sin(57.64390193*t)+.5513289020e-1*cos(96.07316986*t)
+.7073553158e-1*cos(86.46585286*t)+.6560836008e-2*cos(124.8951208*t)
-.8333333333-.6891611128e-1*cos(76.85853590*t)+.1378322246*cos(38.42926793*t)
-.1193662084*sin(76.85853590*t)-.2387324134*sin(38.42926793*t)
-.1333333333e-8*cos(115.2878038*t) ;

initial value
temp=0

Equations
(r^2)*(dr(dr(temp)))

+r*(dr(temp)) + dphi(dphi(temp))

= (r^2)*dt(temp)/alpha

Boundaries
Region 1
start " Q1 " (0.05*cos(242.5*pi/180),0.05*sin(242.5*pi/180) -b )
natural(temp)=( USTEP(A1)*(q0/k) + (USTEP(A1)-1)* h*temp/k )*r^2
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( USTEP(A2)*(q0/k) + (USTEP(A2)-1)* h*temp/k )*r^2
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( USTEP(A3)*(q0/k) + (USTEP(A3)-1)* h*temp/k )*r^2
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( USTEP(A4)*(q0/k)
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( USTEP(A5)*(q0/k)
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( USTEP(A6)*(q0/k)
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( USTEP(A7)*(q0/k)
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( USTEP(A8)*(q0/k)
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (5)

+ (USTEP(A4)-1)* h*temp/k )*r^2
+ (USTEP(A5)-1)* h*temp/k )*r^2
+ (USTEP(A6)-1)* h*temp/k )*r^2
+ (USTEP(A7)-1)* h*temp/k )*r^2
+ (USTEP(A8)-1)* h*temp/k )*r^2

natural(temp)=( USTEP(A9)*(q0/k) + (USTEP(A9)-1)* h*temp/k )*r^2
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( USTEP(A10)*(q0/k) + (USTEP(A10)-1)* h*temp/k )*r^2
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( USTEP(A11)*(q0/k) + (USTEP(A11)-1)* h*temp/k )*r^2
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k
)*r^2
arc(radius=0.05) to (0.05,0-b)
natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k
)*r^2
arc(radius=0.05) to (0,0.05-b)
natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k
)*r^2
arc(radius=0.05) to (-0.05,0-b)
natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k
)*r^2
arc(radius=0.05) to (0.05*cos(242.5*pi/180),0.05*sin(242.5*pi/180)-b)
Region 2
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start " Q2" (0.05*cos(242.5*pi/180),0.05*sin(242.5*pi/180))
natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k
)*r^2
arc(center=0,0) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k
)*r^2
arc(center=0,0) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k )*r^2
arc(center=0,0) angle= (5)
periodic(x*crot+y*srot,
arc(center=0,0) angle=
periodic(x*crot+y*srot,
arc(center=0,0) angle=
periodic(x*crot+y*srot,
arc(center=0,0) angle=
periodic(x*crot+y*srot,
arc(center=0,0) angle=
periodic(x*crot+y*srot,
arc(center=0,0) angle=

-x*srot+y*crot
(5)
-x*srot+y*crot
(5)
-x*srot+y*crot
(5)
-x*srot+y*crot
(5)
-x*srot+y*crot
(5)

- b)
- b)
- b)
- b)
- b)

natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k )*r^2
arc(center=0,0) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k )*r^2
arc(center=0,0) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k )*r^2
arc(center=0,0) angle= (5)
natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k
)*r^2
arc(radius=0.0501) to (0.0501,0-b)
natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k
)*r^2
arc(radius=0.0501) to (0,0.0501-b)
natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k
)*r^2
arc(radius=0.0501) to (-0.0501,0-b)
natural(temp)=( -h*temp/k
)*r^2
arc(radius=0.0501) to (0.05*cos(242.5*pi/180),0.05*sin(242.5*pi/180))
start " Q3 " (0,-0.1-b)
natural(temp) = ( (-1)* h*temp/k )*r^2
arc(center = 0,-b) angle = (360)
TIME

from 0 to 0.654*50 by 0.001

monitors
for t = 0 by 0.654*10 to 0.654*50
grid(x,y)
contour(temp)

plots
for t = 0 by 0.654*10 to 0.654*50
contour(temp)
grid(x,y)
history(temp) at (0,-0.05-b)
TRANSFER(temp) file = "com_osc_h_10_0_50.dat"

End
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APPENDIX C - FLEXPDE PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE FUNDAMENTAL
TEMPERATURE FOR THE SIMULATIONS
Variables
temp(1)
Select
ngrid =20
regrid= off
NOMINMAX=on
thermal_colors
fixdt
SELECT ERRLIM=1e-2
Definitions
r= sqrt((x^2)+(y^2))
L1 = 1
! non dimensional shaft radius (always 1)
L2 =1.002
! non dimensional inner radius ( Rbi/Rs)
{*}
L3 = 2
! non dimensional outer radius ( Rbo/Rs)
kbar
! thermal conductivity ratio
(Kb/Ks)
kbars=1
{*}
kbarb=0.002
{*}
Bi1 = 0.2
! biot number
( h1*Rs/Ks)
{*}
BR = 1
! biot number ratio
( h1/h2)
Pec
{*}
Pecs = 1000
! peclet number
( w* Rs^2*rhos*Cps/Ks)
{*}
PR=2
! peclet number ratio
((rhos*Cps)/ (rhob*Cpb))
Pecb = Pecs/PR
{*}
del=50
! total oscillation angle (say +- 15 = 30)
{*}
tb = 50
! bite angle
{*}
omega =50
! angle in radians oscillated in one sec
ang1=270 - ( del+tb)/2
ang2= (270-ang1) + 90
dr(u) = (x/r)*dx(u) + (y/r)*dy(u)
dphi(u) = (-y)*dx(u) + x*dy(u)

{ functional definition of polar derivatives... }
{... in cartesian coordinates }

t2= arccos((L1/L2)*cos(ang1*pi/180))
t2d=ang2 - t2*180/pi
!in degrees
b=L2*sin((ang1*pi/180)+t2d*pi/180) - L1*sin(ang1*pi/180)
Bi2 = Bi1/BR
v1=GLOBALMAX(temp)
n=1
an = n*25*pi/180
crot = cos(an)
srot = sin(an)

initial value
temp=0

Equations
(r^2)*(dr(kbar*dr(temp)))+r*(kbar*dr(temp))+dphi(kbar*dphi(temp))=(r^2)* dt(temp)*(Pec)
Boundaries
Region 1
kbar = kbars
Pec = Pecs
start " Q1 " (L1*cos(ang1*pi/180),L1*sin(ang1*pi/180) -b )
natural(temp)=( 1 )*r^2
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (25)
natural(temp)=( -Bi1*temp )*r^2
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (25)
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natural(temp)=( -Bi1*temp )*r^2
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (25)
natural(temp)=( -Bi1*temp )*r^2
arc(center=0,-b) angle= (25)

natural(temp)=( -Bi1*temp )*r^2
arc(radius=L1) to (L1,0-b)
natural(temp)=(-Bi1*temp
)*r^2
arc(radius=L1) to (0,L1-b)
natural(temp)=( -Bi1*temp
)*r^2
arc(radius=L1) to (-L1,0-b)
natural(temp)=(-Bi1*temp
) *r^2
arc(radius=L1) to (L1*cos(ang1*pi/180),L1*sin(ang1*pi/180)-b)

Region 2

start " Q2 "

kbar = kbarb
Pec = Pecb
(L1*cos(ang1*pi/180),L1*sin(ang1*pi/180))
natural(temp)=( -Bi1*temp
)*r^2
arc(center=0,0) angle= (25)
periodic(x*crot+y*srot, -x*srot+y*crot - b)
arc(center=0,0) angle= (25)
natural(temp)=( -Bi1*temp
)*r^2
arc(center=0,0) angle= (25)

natural(temp)=( -Bi1*temp )*r^2
arc(center=0,0) angle= (25)

natural(temp)=( -Bi1*temp )*r^2
arc(radius=L2) to (L2,0-b)
natural(temp)=( -Bi1*temp
)*r^2
arc(radius=L2) to (0,L2-b)
natural(temp)=(-Bi1*temp
)*r^2
arc(radius=L2) to (-L2,0-b)
natural(temp)=(-Bi1*temp )*r^2
arc(radius=L2) to (L1*cos(ang1*pi/180),L1*sin(ang1*pi/180))
start " Q3 " (0,-L3-b)
natural(temp) = ( -Bi2*temp )*r^2
arc(center = 0,-b) angle = (360)

TIME

from 0 to 0.872*25000 by 0.872*250

plots
for t = 0 by 0.872*250 to 0.872*25000
contour(temp)
elevation(temp) on " Q1 "
elevation(temp) on " Q2 "
histories
history(temp) at (0,-L1-b) export format "#t#r,#i" file = " A1_f1.dat "

end
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APPENDIX D - MAPLE PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURE
BY DUHAMEL’S METHOD AND SUPERPOSITION PRINCIPLE
restart;
Bi1:=0.2;

a[1]:=-0.0022780171:
a[2]:=0.01939795:
a[3]:=0.01936146:
a[4]:=0.019387731:
a[5]:=0.019382338:
a[6]:=-0.0022659775:

b[1]:=0.0025589682: c[1]:=0.00016790302: d[1]:=-2.8539517e-06:\
e[1]:=1.7006841e-08: f[1]:=-3.5608252e-11:\
b[2]:=0.016783225:
c[2]:=-0.0002605639: d[2]:=2.9413754e-06:\
e[2]:=-1.898202e-08: f[2]:=4.797197e-11:\
b[3]:=0.01678199:
c[3]:=-0.00026045756: d[3]:=2.9393544e-06:\
e[3]:=-1.896703e-08: f[3]:=4.7933086e-11:\
b[4]:=0.016777761:
c[4]:=-0.00026038728: d[4]:=2.9389379e-06:\
e[4]:=-1.8966728e-08:
f[4]:=4.7936094e-11:\
b[5]:=0.016777872:
c[5]:=-0.00026038863: d[5]:=2.9389145e-06:\
e[5]:=-1.8966339e-08:
f[5]:=4.7934732e-11:\
b[6]:=0.0025529059: c[6]:=0.00016804329 : d[6]:=-2.8552485e-06:\
e[6]:=1.7012138e-08: f[6]:=-3.5616139e-11:

for i to 6 do :
fs[i]:=a[i]+b[i]*(t-tau)^0.5+c[i]*(t-tau)+d[i]*(t-tau)^1.5+e[i]*(t-tau)^2+f[i]*(ttau)^2.5;
od:

K[1]:=-.5000000000-.6366197716*cos(2.293577982*Pi*tau).6366197730*sin(2.293577982*Pi*tau)\
-.1289484109e-8*cos(4.587155963*Pi*tau)+.6366197722*sin(4.587155963*Pi*tau)\
+.2122065910*cos(6.880733945*Pi*tau)-.2122065888*sin(6.880733945*Pi*tau)\
+.4488827534e-9*cos(9.174311927*Pi*tau)-.1273239541*cos(11.46788991*Pi*tau)\
-.1273239554*sin(11.46788991*Pi*tau)-.6528643372e-9*cos(13.76146789*Pi*tau)\
+.2122065908*sin(13.76146789*Pi*tau)+.9094568216e-1*cos(16.05504587*Pi*tau)\
-.9094568106e-1*sin(16.05504587*Pi*tau)+.1244657469e-8*cos(18.34862385*Pi*tau)\
-.7073552968e-1*cos(20.64220183*Pi*tau)-.7073553138e-1*sin(20.64220183*Pi*tau)\
1289484109e-8*cos(22.93577982*Pi*tau)+.1273239544*sin(22.93577982*Pi*tau):
F2:=-.5000000000-.6366197726*cos(2.293577982*Pi*tau)+.6366197722*sin(2.293577982*Pi*tau)\
+.3917186026e-9*cos(4.587155963*Pi*tau)-.6366197722*sin(4.587155963*Pi*tau)\
+.2122065904*cos(6.880733945*Pi*tau)+.2122065908*sin(6.880733945*Pi*tau)\
+.7671926396e-9*cos(9.174311927*Pi*tau)-.1273239547*cos(11.46788991*Pi*tau)\
+.1273239543*sin(11.46788991*Pi*tau)-.3269457890e-10*cos(13.76146789*Pi*tau)\
-.2122065908*sin(13.76146789*Pi*tau)+.9094568126e-1*cos(16.05504587*Pi*tau)\
+.9094568194e-1*sin(16.05504587*Pi*tau)-.3468919616e-9*cos(18.34862385*Pi*tau)\
-.7073553080e-1*cos(20.64220183*Pi*tau)+.7073553034e-1*sin(20.64220183*Pi*tau)\
+.3917186026e-9*cos(22.93577982*Pi*tau)-.1273239544*sin(22.93577982*Pi*tau):
F4:=-.5000000000+.6366197726*cos(2.293577982*Pi*tau).6366197712*sin(2.293577982*Pi*tau)\
+.2823869388e-8*cos(4.587155963*Pi*tau)-.6366197722*sin(4.587155963*Pi*tau)\
-.2122065910*cos(6.880733945*Pi*tau)-.2122065926*sin(6.880733945*Pi*tau)\
-.1142666676e-8*cos(9.174311927*Pi*tau)+.1273239550*cos(11.46788991*Pi*tau)\
-.1273239534*sin(11.46788991*Pi*tau)+.1550629844e-8*cos(13.76146789*Pi*tau)\
-.2122065908*sin(13.76146789*Pi*tau)-.9094568080e-1*cos(16.05504587*Pi*tau)\
-.9094568240e-1*sin(16.05504587*Pi*tau)-.1142666677e-8*cos(18.34862385*Pi*tau)\
+.7073553060e-1*cos(20.64220183*Pi*tau)-.7073552904e-1*sin(20.64220183*Pi*tau)\
+.1550629845e-8*cos(22.93577982*Pi*tau)-.1273239544*sin(22.93577982*Pi*tau):
a2:=(F2+1)/2:
b4:=(F4+1)/2:
K[2]:=2*(a2+b4)-1:
K[3]:=K[1]:
K[4]:=K[2]:
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K[5]:=.5000000000+.6366197722*cos(2.293577982*Pi*tau)+.6366197722*sin(2.293577982*Pi*tau)\
-.1305728676e-9*cos(4.587155963*Pi*tau)+.6366197720*sin(4.587155963*Pi*tau)\
-.2122065908*cos(6.880733945*Pi*tau)+.2122065906*sin(6.880733945*Pi*tau)\
+.1305728676e-9*cos(9.174311927*Pi*tau)+.3650342732e-10*sin(9.174311927*Pi*tau)\
+.1273239544*cos(11.46788991*Pi*tau)+.1273239545*sin(11.46788991*Pi*tau)\
-.1305728675e-9*cos(13.76146789*Pi*tau)+.2122065908*sin(13.76146789*Pi*tau)\
-.9094568178e-1*cos(16.05504587*Pi*tau)+.9094568152e-1*sin(16.05504587*Pi*tau)\
+.4488827536e-9*cos(18.34862385*Pi*tau)+.1825171366e-10*sin(18.34862385*Pi*tau)\
+.7073553024e-1*cos(20.64220183*Pi*tau)+.7073553016e-1*sin(20.64220183*Pi*tau)\
-.1305728676e-9*cos(22.93577982*Pi*tau)+.1273239544*sin(22.93577982*Pi*tau):
K[6]:=K[5]:
for i to 6 do :
G[i]:= (K[i]+1)/2:
od:
T[1]:=
T[2]:=
T[3]:=
T[4]:=
T[5]:=
T[6]:=

int(Bi1*G[1]*diff(fs[1],t),tau=0..t):
int(Bi1*G[2]*diff(fs[2],t),tau=0..t):
int(Bi1*G[3]*diff(fs[3],t),tau=0..t):
int(Bi1*G[4]*diff(fs[4],t),tau=0..t):
int(Bi1*G[5]*diff(fs[5],t),tau=0..t):
int(Bi1*G[6]*diff(fs[6],t),tau=0..t):
T1:=simplify(T[1]+T[2]+T[3]+T[4]+T[5]+T[6]):

lprint(T1);
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